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Builders of the Future
Kax Grandt paced the length of Orbital Station, stopped just outside the hub office, 

adjusted their sleeve, then walked back to the door of the out-processing room, which led to the 

airlock and then to the vacuum of space. They pictured the inner workings of the station, the 

minuscule levers and gears that kept the whole thing moving at the exact speed of Ord Mantell's 

moon, how any one of those gears jamming for even a few seconds would disrupt everything and 

leave the station in the open. And even a technological marvel like this was small-time compared 

to what the big corporations were shelling out as standard issue mobile factories, what the New 

Republic's science and military operatives were building as listening posts, and what the regimes 

of the past had spent decades perfecting as battle stations and automated shipyards. Regardless 

of its size or who would remember it, Orbital Station was an important place, one that gave Kax a 

rush of awe, and of which they felt supremely proud to be in command.

In a few minutes, the shuttles that Glyn requisitioned would be docking, and a dozen 

hardened mercenaries would be stepping through the airlock. They would be people who had 

seen more worlds than Kax had seen, who had battle scars, who wouldn't want to sit through a 

droning speech, who would resent Kax for their spotless uniform and prim demeanor. Maybe the 

acquaintance Glyn mentioned, who would be taking the place of the original master slicer that 

Antim had hand-picked, would be agreeable, at least. If one out of twelve could take orders, the 

rest could be persuaded to work as a cohesive unit.

It didn't matter how intimidating these agents were. Kax was in charge here. Kax knew 

what it would take to complete this mission, and everyone else needed to listen.
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Glyn came out of the hub office, flanked by Voz and Olan, who looked ready to receive 

guests: good posture, measured steps, clean outfits with neutral colors. The station was cramped, 

but it had a larger meeting room between the rest area and the kitchenette, which Kax had sent 

the station's cleaning droids through ten times this morning. The incoming guests would soon be 

enjoying the accommodations.

There was a time when Kax would have jumped at the chance to be on the front line of a 

mission like this, especially if it involved flying. They'd piloted every one-man craft civilians could 

get hold of, and had maneuvered their way to consecutive championships in the Five Rings Circuit

and beyond. These weren't your garden variety three-laps-and-a-drink-with-your-opponents 

affairs; these races went on for days, and everyone from hooded syndicate leaders to space-faring 

bounty hunters to corrupt politicians placed bets on them. In fact, it was a dinner with one such 

politician that gave Kax the political itch. That, and the fact that wherever they traveled, Kax 

noticed the same patterns: the handshakes and head-nods between the cops and criminals, the 

collars on the pit crews, the crowd decked out in custom-tailored shimmersilk that cost more 

than Kax's A-wing. On top of that, a racing career had a shelf-life. Kax had barrel-rolled through 

superheated smoke, ejected on toxic moons, broken bones they didn't even know the names of 

just to cross the finish line first. Their political career had started with a bid to improve 

conditions for underground sports, but when the pandemic was system-wide and greased by the 

most powerful and dangerous people the galaxy had to offer, one person could only do so much. 

Kax quit racing and became one of the first graduates of the New Republic's Junior Senator 

program, which wasn't meant to fast-track anyone to a job as much as it was there to reassure the 

galaxy at large that the New Republic itself would be effective, but Kax gathered what they'd 

learned and put it toward creating change. Now they were in charge of a Senate-sponsored 
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project. The gravity of that fact burned in their mind, electrified their blood, even during sleep.

Before leaving the racing world for good, Kax had formed Ring Squadron, a group of Five 

Rings buddies they'd continued to fly with even after the racing days had ended. Originally, the 

group had formed a pact to protect one another by funneling information on corruption in all of 

the galaxy's racing circuits to each other and to anyone who was willing to pay for it. The idea had

come to Kax after stumbling into a “race” that actually turned out to be a slave-grabbing operation

by a pirate group known as the Cadre. Only Kax had escaped, Cadre particle bolts nearly 

obliterating their A-wing's rear thrusters as they punched into the blue tunnel of hyperspace. Kax

hadn't encountered the Cadre again, but they'd never forget the leader's single narrow eye, round 

skull, and expression of total ambivalence as her minions corralled unsuspecting athletes into 

shipping containers to be sold to aliens on the fringes of Wild Space.

Kax and Ring Squadron had kept flying together when they'd all created new lives for 

themselves, but their information network had long since broken up. The other members could 

be anywhere by now.

Soon, Antim entered the hallway from out-processing and nodded to Kax, who stepped 

into the meeting room and onto the tiny stage. They placed their hands behind their back and 

waited. An armored Mandalorian entered with his helmet under his arm. Then a female 

Devaronian with black hair, who gazed around the place as if looking for hidden cameras (she 

wouldn't find any). A bald human man, a squat Noghri, and a few others followed, taking the seats

Antim pointed to. When the chatter stopped, Kax stepped forward.

“I would thank you for being here,” Kax began, “but you're being heavily compensated, so 

let's skip the smoke-blowing. You were all chosen for your specific abilities, whether that be in 
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combat, command experience, or technological expertise.” Kax noticed that one of the seats was 

empty. She looked to the back of the room, where Glyn shrugged. The empty seat must have 

belonged to her friend, who was apparently arranging her own transportation. She'd only have so 

long. The operation would begin after a single night of rest.

Kax continued: “You will receive information on your targets one at a time, provided by 

Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo, who will accompany you, doubling as a recon operative and 

intelligence. All actions will be monitored from Orbital Station by myself and Representative Glyn,

who will be your primary contact for mission parameters, updates, and inquiries. Chief 

Technician Voz of Ryloth will monitor your comms and software. Olan Bek will act as interim 

supervisor in the event that I or Representative Glyn are indisposed, and will also act as the 

mission's media liaison. Neither your identities nor the nature of the mission will be revealed to 

newsnet. Questions so far?”

The Devaronian raised two fingers. “Are we bringing our own gear, or are you expecting us 

to manage with second-hand weaponry?”

“Everything but your comms will be your own. You were hired because you know your 

strengths, and we do not aim to hinder that.”

The Mandalorian's hand slowly rose. He had a scar over his lip and a thumbprint-sized 

chink in the left pectoral of his armor.

“Yes?”

“I take it this is not a 'dead or alive' operation. Just a 'dead' operation, yeah?”

Kax nodded. “Yeah.”

No one else shifted. The Noghri chewed on some kind of white licorice stick, looking bored.

“Alright then,” Kax said. “You will spend the next ten hours in Orbital Station. You will 
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introduce yourselves to your handlers and to each other, eat a healthy meal, and get the proper 

amount of sleep hours for your species. At the end of ten hours, you will embark. Dismissed.”

Half of them had gotten up before Kax had dismissed them, but the briefing still felt like a 

success. Antim nodded to Kax. Good work, she seemed to say. Glyn looked at the floor, then stalked

back down the hallway to the hub.

“This is the closest we've been,” Antim said once the two of them were left alone.

“None of them are getting anywhere without a slicer. And I don't like the collective 

attitude.”

“The slicer is on her way. And these guys are mercs. People who spend half their time 

fighting on pre-industrialized worlds aren't going to act like servers at a ten-star hotel.”

Kax recognized a slight when they heard one.

“I'm fun when I want to be,” Kax said. 

“When was the last time you wanted to be?”

A shrug.

Antim nodded. “Representative.” She departed.

“Gunnery Chief.”

Kax walked the length of the hallway again, making sure that the guests had found their 

quarters. About a half hour before the station was set to be locked down, the bridge officer 

chimed in over the comm. “Light freighter approaching. Signature recognized.” 

The slicer.

There would be a full team after all.

When the woman entered, she was pulling a plasteel storage chest with flaps of clothing 
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spilling from under the lid. Antim approached her first, saying, “Miss, we have droids to take care 

of that. You'll have access to your equipment shortly before the mission begins.”

Kax stood in plain sight, hands behind their back, ready to welcome the slicer.

“I'm Kax Grandt,” they said as the bewildered guest approached, stretching her arms. “I'm 

very glad you could make it.”

“Where's Glyn?'

Kax raised a hand. “Let me try again. I'm the project lead, and we'll be entrusting our lives 

to one another during this mission. Introductions are at least in order.”

The slicer stopped. “Miri.”

“You can tell your fellow agents to call you that if you prefer, but I need to know who you 

really are.” Kax had heard their share of pseudonyms over the years. Racers used them all the 

time, the same as pirates or government spies. In fact, Kax had been known as “the Radical” 

during their pre-Five-Rings days, before they had sponsors who wouldn't let sleazy stalkers look 

them up in a database.

 The woman made eye contact with Kax. “R'ala Vahn,” she said. “But you already know that,

because you have a dossier on me.”

“Trust,” Kax said again, and stepped aside. R'ala didn't look impressed. She made her way 

to the hub office, looking over her shoulder to make sure her gear was brought to the correct 

place.

Kax sympathized. This wasn't going to be easy on anyone, especially on short notice, and 

especially on someone who had clearly never been part of an official operation before. Still, 

whatever her past with Glyn was, a conflict of interest could jeopardize everything. Kax couldn't 

allow that.
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Back in their personal quarters, Kax sat back and looked over the complex via the security 

cameras. With everyone busy in the side rooms, Orbital Station's hallway looked calm and 

inviting, as though awaiting guests for a party. For a moment, Kax felt a drip of regret for why they

were really here.

~

R'ala waited for the door to sweep open, curling and uncurling her toes in her boots. When

it finally opened, Glyn was standing behind a wide table that took up almost the whole room. The 

air was syrupy and artificial. Glyn was magnificent – deep purple dress, wild hair nearly brushing 

the ceiling, every skin-spot right where R'ala remembered it – a tower of beauty in the cramped 

room. For a while, neither said anything. 

“I'm sorry.” It was R'ala who spoke.

Glyn had been confident enough when they'd spoken over comm. Back then, she'd felt like 

a dignitary in a floating castle. Now, they were occupying the same space, breathing the same air, 

and the memories shot back like a needle in the arm. 

She nodded.

R'ala moved to embrace her, but Glyn stayed behind the table. “R'ala, I –”

Something in R'ala's chest solidified. “Oh,” she said.

She knew Theelin had borderline photographic memories, and that every difficult piece of 

their partnership shone as vividly in Glyn's mind as the best parts, but something crashed over 

R'ala like a cold wave, a sense of humiliation. She should never have come here. When a wound 

was stitched up, you were supposed to let the stitches dissolve on their own, not tear them away 

yourself, no matter how much they itched.
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R'ala could feel her lips pursing, her breaths scattering. Keep your damn composure, R'ala.

“So that's it?”

Glyn scrambled for words. “It's just, there's not a lot of time now. Lockdown begins in a few

minutes, and then it's briefings all night. Maybe we can talk after –”

“After I kill a bunch of people for you. Yeah, I get it, Glyn.”

“R'ala, what did you think this was?”

“Whatever I thought, apparently I misunderstood. Talk to you later, Representative.” She 

turned, headed back down the hallway, and tried to pretend that it wasn't Glyn she was walking 

away from, that it was someone who could never hurt her, that there was no one there at all.

When the door to the agents' quarters opened, the other ten guests stopped unpacking 

and glared at R'ala. She recognized every species, and would have an easy enough time keeping 

people in line if conflicts erupted, but right now, her blood was churning, and she felt the 

inexplicable urge to kill everyone who looked at her. 

She immediately regretted walking out on Glyn. Her cheeks were still hot. Maybe she could

have tried harder, listened better, been more patient. It sounded a lot like the list of things she'd 

promised herself she'd improve years ago.

 The Mandalorian was the first to approach. He dwarfed R'ala, like most people did, but he 

was also broad and brick-like. His armor made him look like a steel wall.

“Brold Crajus,” he said. He extended a calloused hand. R'ala kept hers at her sides.

“You a Mandalorian?”

“Aye, ma'am.”

“I've never heard of House Crajus. War not your specialty?”
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Brold allowed a smirk. “That's how you wanna start, eh?”

“Yup.” R'ala tightened her fists. No way she'd become a side player on this mission. None of 

it went anywhere without her.

The Mandalorian turned to the rest of the group. “Doesn't look like this one's a team 

player,” he said.

“Don't act like you weren't trying to establish yourself as the leader before I even came in 

here.” R'ala stood on the nearest chair and surveyed the group. A Noghri stared up at her, chewing

on candy, his expression unreadable. A skinny Devaronian woman in a sleek black jumpsuit stood 

alongside him, also staring, wondering where this was going. A good fight would set the mood, 

and was also the only way to gain the respect of a troupe like this. “I'm going to be honest,” R'ala 

went on, addressing the whole room now, “I don't want to be here. I need the credits as much as 

anyone, but I was doing okay before I got roped into this claustrophobic hell-trap, and my ship is 

right down the hall. Give me one good reason to risk my life getting you all to the bloodbath.”

The Devaronian looked her up and down. An Ithorian in the back corner nodded to her, 

maybe impressed, but he didn't offer an opinion. Brold was still smirking. Her brashness had won 

him over, at least. 

Two humans with cueball heads and blond soul-patches wore scowls on their faces, ready 

to put her in her place. This was what always happened: the brutes thought the mission was all 

about them, about the big fight at the end, forgetting the fine details that allowed them to even 

find their opponents. R'ala was a skilled professional, and she could do better than these guys.

Maybe she was still just boiling about the conversation with Glyn, and taking it out on her 

new team. It was hard to tell in the moment.

“Just try it,” she said to the cueball duo. “Kax will be carrying you out of here in tiny boxes.”
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They weren't convinced. With the brawl imminent – R'ala noted the Devaronian's grin – 

the Gunnery Chief came marching through the door behind her.

“Agent Miri,” Antim said. “You're needed at the commander's office.”

“Really more of a closet, isn't it?” Brold said. He got a few laughs. Not from Antim, though.

“Get there in twenty seconds,” Antim told R'ala, then disappeared back through the door.

Before R'ala left, the Devaronian introduced herself as Briy Rost. They shook hands. The 

Noghri followed. “Shasc,” he said. R'ala assumed this was his name, and not some insult she'd 

never heard of.

Alongside Antim in the hallway, R'ala felt more cramped than ever. 

“Interesting approach to making friends,” Antim said as they walked.

“Oh,” R'ala said. “Is that why I'm here?” When Antim stopped and shot her a look, R'ala put 

her hands up in defense. “Sorry. Been dealing with lots of mercs and aliens lately. They respect 

dominance and assertiveness. Coddling these guys is going to get us all killed.”

“Rifts in the team are what's going to get you killed. The Coalition isn't some disorganized 

pirate band, or a group of scared factory workers. The only advantage we have is that they don't 

know we're coming.”

So they had an advantage, then. Good. And the team's leaders had done research on every 

member of the group, which would normally mean nothing to R'ala – any half-decent merc had a 

few dozen solid lies at their disposal, not to mention methods of covering their tracks – but Glyn 

was the one doing the research here, and if Glyn trusted someone, so did R'ala. And while Kax and

Antim carried themselves like bureaucrats, they were good people who knew what they were 

doing. R'ala didn't need to let them get cocky, though. 
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R'ala noticed the name Kax Grandt emblazoned on the door in front of her. “This is where 

I'm taking my time-out, then?”

~

Kax went over the list of names one more time, just to make sure they had everyone 

memorized from front to back.

Briy Rost 
Species: Devaronian
Role: sniper 
Notes: inter-system shooting champion, former bounty hunter, military family.

Lizpai Torfin
Species: human (identifies as hailing from homeworld's Eastern continent)
Role: translator, engineer, backup pilot
Notes: not a combat agent. Sight impairment will not affect performance.

Brold Crajus
Species: Mandalorian (human)
Role combat specialist, de facto tactician
Notes: 300 kills.

Shasc
Species: Noghri
Role: artillery-based combat 
Notes: more well-versed in alien dealings than other candidates of same species.

“High Tide”
Species: human
Role: artillery-based combat
Notes: comes as a package with twin.

“Low Tide”
Species: human
Role: artillery-based combat
Notes: see above.
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Var'desh
Species: Ithorian
Role: demolitions
Notes: limited expressive command of Basic belies actual understanding.

Zoss Proot
Species: Gand
Role: pilot, light munitions
Notes: seventeen years experience with all classes of craft.

Tan Thotas
Species: Falleen
Role: melee combat, medic
Notes: primarily for use of healing arts; use in combat only if specialties are needed.

“The Locksmith”
Species: human
Role: medic,secondary electronics, backup pilot
Notes: gift of gab evident. Make sure he focuses on mission.

Antim Waslo
Species: human
Role: gunnery chief, master tactician, recon specialist
Notes: original organizer of team; already trusted by all.

R'ala Vahn / “Miri”
Species: human
Role: slicing, blaster repair, electronics
Notes: acquaintance of Representative Glyn. Will not affect performance.

When Kax looked up, R'ala's face was staring back at them. 

“Thanks for coming in,” they said.

“Sure. I wasn't busy.”

Kax thought about standing, then instead asked R'ala if she'd like to sit. R'ala took the chair

across from them, saying, “Your broom closet isn't quite as nice as Glyn's.”

“I wanted Glyn to be able to spread her wings. She's good at what she does, and she 

deserves a good amount of space.”

R'ala surveyed the room, then sighed. “Yeah, she does.”
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“I'm not here to lecture you, R'ala. We brought you in because you know what it's like to be

under real pressure. I'd like to know why you accepted the invitation.”

Kax had a decent read on R'ala already. The woman was clearly consumed with her 

feelings for Glyn, and had accepted the invitation in order to resolve whatever was unresolved 

between them, but that wasn't going to be enough to get them through what they were about to 

face. Other seeds were needed, ones that could stem into substantial growth.

“Looking for some adventure,” R'ala said.

“I don't blame you. I still have that hunger sometimes. I just want us to be honest with each

other. It'll be easier later if we start now.” This time, R'ala didn't have a response. Silence was 

better than another combative quip, though. “I'm not going to ask invasive questions about your 

life. But I do need to know that you understand the stakes.”

R'ala seemed to relax, settle into herself more. She sucked a deep breath.

“I'll start,” Kax said. “I haven't shared this intel with the rest of your team yet, but pirate 

activity has increased twenty-eight percent in every adjacent sector.”

“You should spend some time in the Outer Rim. I used to run into twelve pirates before 

lunch, and half of them were my friends.”

“The Outer Rim is my point,” Kax went on, leaning forward on the desk. “These aren't 

harmless bands picking excess stock off cargo convoys. Fleets are forming. Enemies are starting 

to get along. The New Republic is working, but nothing has truly supplanted the Empire, 

leastways nothing that the pirates respect. Piracy regulations aren't as solid as they were, and the 

New Republic hasn't proven they can enforce them. Peacetime is when the pirates get bored. They

get a little bolder, and they go for a big score. But they won't risk the Core Worlds. The Mid Rim 

always has a prize just sitting there for the taking. They stage a raid, then they retreat to the Outer
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Rim, where the real people are left to deal with them. Villages get forcibly converted into 

syndicate-funded bases. The frontier gets carved up. You've seen it happen. None of those pirates 

were your friends.”

 R'ala sighed again, through her nose this time. “That's when you keep your head down,” 

she said. “The storm passes eventually. They get bored again, or get on the wrong side of the 

syndicates, and they go carve up some other planet.”

“That's going to begin happening entire systems at a time,” said Kax, “if these fleets are 

allowed to assemble. We're talking about a full-scale war between an organized pirate legion and 

the Mid Rim.”

“And you think we're going to stop it? I bet a lot of people thought they could stop the 

Empire from forming too. And their names are all lost in the particles of disintegrated planets.”

She was just pushing now. If she didn't believe what Kax was saying, she'd have just 

clammed up.

“This is only happening because the Coalition survived,” Kax said. “They represent 

vulnerability. A hole that the pirates can flood into like water.” They paused. “I'm from the Outer 

Rim too, R'ala. And I was actually born there. Imagine if two kids from the frontier could put 

down this threat, actually prevent the war instead of finding a comfortable place to mindlessly 

hope the good guys win.”

R'ala stayed silent for a moment. Then she bit her lip and softly nodded. “We're ghosts in 

this station,” she said. “If we come out of nowhere and kill the Coalition, the pirates lose 

confidence. Pieces of the fleet break off one at a time. The rest realize it's not worth it.”

She was thinking clearly now. A look of zeal burned in her eyes, but there was still the 

sadness too, the longing, the exhaustion of chasing. She was thinking of someone a few rooms 
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over, picturing that someone having even more taken away from them.

“We can count on each other, right?” Kax said.

R'ala nodded again. “What kind of defenses does this place have?”

“It's designed not to be found, so no turrets or shields to speak of, but it's got a few close-

range fighters in the hangar. Doubtful we'll need to make use of them.”

 R'ala committed that to memory, a sense of mission already occupying the forefront of her 

thoughts. She got up to leave.

“R'ala?”

She turned. 

“I see you,” Kax said.

“I see you, too.”

The slicer left, and Kax was alone again. They watched the cameras for a few minutes, 

made sure no more fights were likely to break out. The group welcomed R'ala back to the agents' 

quarters like an old friend who had just stood up to a bully. The Mandalorian even hugged her.

Finally, Kax had a team.

“Lockdown begins in five minutes,” the bridge officer chimed over the comm.

Antim saluted Kax via the hallway camera.

It would be a long night, and Kax wouldn't be resting.
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Anthem

I.

R'ala's heels clicked as she crossed the old wooden stage, maybe the only wooden stage 

left on the planet. It had been a long time since she'd painted her nails, braided her hair, and worn

something that felt soft against her skin – tonight, it was a rippling blue dress with a studded belt,

shoulders and arms exposed. Around her wrist, she'd clasped a bracelet made of silver and 

purrgil bone.

She touched the microphone stand, gripped its cold neck between her fingers. The 

spotlight spilled around her in a pale oval.

“Thank you for being here,” she said. Stage right, a protocol droid translated her words into

Pazmal City's native tongue. Squinting her eyes, she could see the front-and-center members of 

the crowd: a row of Ishi Tibs, and at the core of them, a middle-aged human with a dirty, snow-

colored beard. Behind them, the rest of the crowd was nothing but silhouettes, probably a mix of 

Pazmal natives and off-world humans.

The snow-bearded man, clearly a regular, locked eyes with R'ala, eager to see this new act. 

She leaned over the microphone, closed her eyes, and started into a song:

Shall I plant a shooting star? Shall I plant it where you are?

The sun may shake from its bright throne

spin and tumble into space alone
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If you want me, really want me

let it happen, we'll be fine

Shall I set my heart afire? Crash and burn in my desire?

Old times may vanish from our minds

make room for what we're meant to find

If you want me, really want me

let it happen, we'll be fine

She looked directly into the man's face as she sang. His expression was difficult to read in 

the shadow of the crowd, only the edges of the light dappling him, but she could see a longing in 

the lines of his forehead, a sorrow molding his cheekbones. Even the Ishi Tibs, his bodyguards, 

were so invested in R'ala's voice that their giant yellow eyes were transfixed.

R'ala heard the hum of the activating vibroblade, but only because she was listening for it. 

No one else would hear it over the applause. Brold Crajus rose from the seat behind the man, 

flicked the blade open, and swiped so smoothly that the man wouldn't have felt the blade's bite; 

his own bloodflow would have been nothing but comforting warmth.

It would only be a moment before the Ishi Tibs knew, though.

R'ala's heel spikes, really plasteel pegs, shrunk into the backs of her shoes until her feet 

were flat on the floor – she'd need to be able to walk efficiently now. Before the applause ended, 

she took a gracious bow, slipped neatly through the curtain behind her and out the back door. 

Lizpai, the team's translator and engineer, slunk around the corner and handed R'ala her N-101, 

the needle-shot weapon that so many enemies had laughed at before suffering a few dozen 
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puncture wounds that would've caused them a far more painful death than the sorrowful snow-

bearded man in the club.

R'ala was glad it had been too dark in there to see his expression change.

They were soon flanked by the two cueballs – High Tide and Low Tide – who'd almost 

socked R'ala back on Orbital Station. They were grunts through and through. Apparently, Antim 

had once worked with them in a combat simulator she ran in a nearby system. Now, they were 

defending the core of Kax Grandt's crack team. They spread out on either side of R'ala and Lizpai, 

carrying heavy blaster rifles that could've punched holes in a titanium hull.

They were soon joined by Brold, who lumbered calmly around the side of the building, his 

vibroblade sheathed and his hands on his twin blaster pistols. Westar 34s, R'ala noted.

“Thirty seconds until the Fishy Tibs see us fleeing the scene,” Brold said, falling in behind 

R'ala. “I doubt they're going to assume we've all just had enough of the show.”

The group was heading to a spot between two nearby hills, the designated landing zone for

the pickup. The idea was to be out before the mark's bodyguards noticed anything, but they were 

more than prepared for a fight, if it came to that. Both the briefings and common sense said to 

always have a way out.

About halfway to the landing zone, the Ishi Tibs caught up to them. Their hands hovered 

tentatively over their blasters. From their angle, R'ala must have looked like a traveling celebrity 

with her crew of defenders. And since they'd all stood to applaud her, they wouldn't have seen 

who'd stabbed their man.

One of the Ishi Tibs said something in Tibrin. Lizpai, without blinking, translated to R'ala. 

“They want to ask us some questions,” she said.

“No, they don't,” R'ala said. “They want to kill us and preserve their reputation.” If word got
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around that they'd let their client die and failed to apprehend the killers, they wouldn't be hired 

again anytime soon.

Brold, closest to the enemy, tramped forward. “Don't draw those,” he warned, wagging a 

gloved finger, knowing full well they were going to.

The second the Ishi Tibs drew on Brold, two orange bolts whipped from the distant hill 

and zapped smoking holes in the chests of the two in the front, dropping them where they stood. 

Brold simply raised his arms like some sort of sorcerer.

“Who else wants to square up?” His voice was gravelly and had a natural echo to it. Veins 

pumped in his neck. His silver matrix armor was glossy and impenetrable. Even being on his side, 

it was difficult not to be intimidated by him.

The remaining Ishi Tibs backed off, content to escape with their lives. 

“Approaching LZ,” R'ala heard Antim say over the comm. The shuttle settled down just as 

the team reached the spot where Briy Rost had been sniping from. When she saw R'ala and the 

rest, the Devaronian stood and shouldered her rifle.

“Looking sharp, superstar,” Rost said to R'ala. “Any nails broken? Makeup smudged?”

“If I didn't look so good, you'd be trying to carve through the rest of that battalion while 

they followed your shot trajectories,” R'ala said. 

Rost lifted the rest of her gear and followed R'ala up the shuttle ramp. “For the record, 

that's how I wanted to do it.”

“Cut the chatter,” Antim said, ducking her head out of the hold. “Anyone else get a good look

at you? No sign of authorities?”

Brold shook his head. “No authorities on this rock.”

“Only one outgoing transmission since the mark went down,” Lizpai said, reading from the 
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high-tech computer on her wrist. “The transmission wasn't received anywhere in this star system.

Probably some sort of communications malfunction.”

R'ala liked Lizpai. She was a small human with a hedge of dark curls and black-rimmed 

bifocals tucked behind crack-resistant goggles. R'ala could imagine Glyn taking one look at the girl

and saying, I believe that's what humans call a “hot mess.” But Lizpai's face was the only one on the

team, other than Antim's, that R'ala looked at and didn't sense anything venomous lurking 

beneath.

R'ala boarded last, nodding to Zoss Proot, the Gand pilot, whose bug eyes took up most of 

his head, yet still had no real expression to them. For a moment, she missed Tevix. She looked 

over the rest of them, decked out in their bulky gear, setting the safeties on their weapons, and 

felt the soft fabric of her dress hanging around her. With the draft shooting up from under the 

shuttle, she had to hold the hems down with her palms.

“Hey,” a voice said over the comm. “You okay?”

That voice: calm, deep, distant. It was Glyn.

R'ala took one last look at Pazmal City, which had shrunken into the valley she'd just come 

from, then shook her head, forgetting that Glyn couldn't see her.

II.

Glyn watched the team file in one by one, ready for their next briefing. Her comm update to

Orbital Station had proven vital to the elimination of the first Coalition member – simply called 

Mark One amongst the team. She'd probably get a “thank you” later.

On Kax's orders, the Coalition targets were to be referred to by “Mark” and the 

chronological number in which they were to be taken out, rather than their names. Getting 
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attached wouldn't do anyone any good.

R'ala came in last, taking a seat next to Briy Rost, the sniper. They weren't conversing; R'ala

wasn't really looking at anybody. She fiddled with her wrist comm and crossed her legs. Glyn 

found herself wanting eye contact, although she wasn't sure what she'd do with it.

“Nice work, everyone,” Glyn said to the group. “Before a good meal and some sleep, we'll 

brief you on Mark Two.”

“There had better be meat involved,” Rost said. The entire team looked hungry, ready.

Glyn smirked. “I've arranged culinary mainstays for all species involved. No need to worry.”

The Mandalorian sat in the front row, looking bored, probably waiting to hear from Kax, 

the real boss. Alongside him, Tan Thotas, a Falleen woman with a long neck and a strong patience 

about her, folded her hands across her lap. Her eight-foot-long power staff leaned against her hip, 

held upright by micro energy fields.

Kax entered, with Voz bringing up the rear. Olan was currently off-station, paying lip 

service to newsnet.

“Hello again,” Kax said, hands behind their back. “A team like yours does not need praise. 

Instead, I will say that you took thirty seconds too long to evacuate the Mark One scene, and drew 

attention to yourselves by utilizing too many team members in defense roles. This caused two 

unnecessary casualties. I'm glad none of you were killed, and you are authorized to handle 

situations in any way you deem fit in the moment, but let's avoid collateral damage if we can.”

“I object,” Brold Crajus said. “Can we object?”

“Tell me what's on your mind.”

Brold leaned forward, his metallic bulk resting on his knees. “You're paying us to do it our 

way. Goody-good ideas about collateral are why the committee got diced up by these guys before.”
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“I'm not interested in 'goody-good' ideas,” Kax said, no composure lost. “I want to avoid 

collateral because it's a pain in my ass to have to explain to my boss why my supposedly elite 

team is killing the wrong people. If you're as good as advertised, you can easily avoid taking out 

citizens. Prove to me that you're the best there is, not just the best I could afford.”

Brold leaned back again, satisfied with this for now. Glyn latched onto that phrase, “my 

boss,” just as the mercs must have. Everyone knew the project was Senate-sponsored, but not 

who had actually tasked Kax with this responsibility, and how often they communicated. Kax had 

made clear many times that this was their project alone, happening outside the knowledge of 

most of the Senate, paid for by one single Senate-connected person that Kax only ever referred to 

as the Benefactor.

“Representative Voz,” Kax said. “If you will.”

Voz pressed a few buttons on the nearby console, and the display screen lit up with a map 

of the Outer Rim. She looked at Glyn.

“The next target,” Glyn said, “resides on the planet Galidraan. He's a Falleen, as you'll see in 

the following images.”

Thotas nodded, seemingly unfazed by the thought of killing one of her own. 

Lizpai spoke up. “Galidraan? That's almost Wild Space.”

Glyn noticed a grin from R'ala, who finally looked up. The Outer Rim was the largest swath 

of stars in the galaxy, the lawless frontier R'ala loved, and where she and Glyn had spent most of 

their travels. Beyond the Outer Rim lay the unknown, the unmapped, and the abandoned. Dark 

space, exploding suns, and depending on who you talked to, creatures that could swallow entire 

worlds.

“You sure he's not on Batuu?” asked Shasc, the Noghri. The Ithorian, Var'desh, nodded 
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behind him. “Black Spire is packed with people. He could blend in like nothing.”

“Black Spire,” Glyn said, “is too obvious a hiding place for someone who doesn't want to be 

discovered. If an outpost is packed with people, then it's harder to keep track of who's coming 

through. Anyone could cross your path, including a bunch of agents who happen to be hunting the

Coalition of the Nudj.”

“Good point,” Rost muttered from the back.

The floor went back to Glyn. “You'll receive further specifics and nav-points in the next few 

hours. Relax and recharge.”

The team filed out, all except R'ala, who approached Glyn.

“Getting along better now?” Glyn asked. “Can't afford to have the team fighting it out.”

“It would be smart, though,” R'ala said, the corners of her mouth hinting at her signature 

grin again. “Have us complete the mission, then wipe us all out. Best thing the Benefactor could 

do if they want to keep this operation secret.”

Glyn made a mental note: invite R'ala to a game of ArcSong sometime. If life ever gets back 

to normal. 

“So...” Glyn didn't like how they'd left things before, but she also had nothing to say. Lately, 

life had revolved so much around pre-planning that she'd forgotten how to initiate conversations 

that weren't on her written schedule.

“I never thought we'd do anything like this together,” R'ala said. 

She was right. Their adventures had taken them all over the galaxy, but those had involved 

shouting from the stands for their favorite racers, bellowing into open mics, indulging in 

extravagant luxuries when they could, floating through space and sharing ideas deep into the yolk

of every evening, to the point that they had no idea what time of day it was on the next world they
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were visiting. This was different. Ending lives to prevent a war: there was a sourness to it. It was 

farther above ground than R'ala liked to be. Glyn was glad to be in a respected position, but the 

attention this might gain if successful put her on edge too. Nothing had been resolved between 

them, and if this mission pushed them apart, it would always be an unfinished story.

“Things change, I guess,” Glyn said. She waited a moment, and then said, “I was glad to hear

you sing again.”

“I've missed you, y'know.”

“Yeah?”

“Your voice and how smart you are and your stupid height.”

Glyn laughed from deep in her chest. “Same,” she said. “I always liked your height, though.”

“Because humans should be below you.”

“Yeah.”

They were both laughing now. If only they were on the First Day and not where they were. 

But Glyn had already been through this line of thought, and R'ala probably had too.

R'ala lifted a finger. “Don't you go anywhere,” she said, turning to join the rest of the team. 

“I'm getting that hug when I get back.”

~

Antim hadn't been to Galidraan before, but it was clear that some of these guys had. On the

planet's surface, in order to maintain their cover and avoid alerting Mark Two (whose home was 

a remote hovel in the far wooded reaches) with sky traffic, the team had spent a week booking 

passage to the outskirts with freelance tour guides who had scooped greasy sums of Republic 

credits from them in exchange for their services. Antim could practically see the guides licking 
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their lips as they took advantage of off-worlders, not caring whether they were here to see the 

sights or to ruin someone's day. This world needs harder regulations, she thought, but she kept it 

to herself. A bunch of mercs wouldn't agree; any talk about proper regulations might as well be 

Huttese to them.

On the outskirts now, a few klicks from the nav-point, half of the team – Antim, Brold, Rost,

R'ala, Lizpai, and Tan Thotas – sat around a small fire, waiting for the moment to strike. The 

Mandalorian had dug the pit with his hands, and had just now finished a story about a past job 

gone wrong. “There was no repairing that hole,” he was saying. “We just watched the ship plunge 

into the star, and that was that. One lightspeed jump later, and we acted like we never saw a 

thing.”

The circle came to Lizpai next, who discussed her love of climbing, and her goal of 

ascending one hundred peaks – all on different worlds – when she finally had the money to travel.

She'd been an interpreter for several human families living on alien worlds and unable to afford 

protocol droids, and once for a wealthy space-faring businessman for whom protocol droids were

not good enough. Her skills had gotten the team where they were now on Galidraan, having 

communicated with three species no one on the team had encountered before just to arrange 

passage to the outskirts (and it turned out that all of them much preferred a human who knew 

their language over the usual high-pitched babytalk and exaggerated gesturing). She was Outer 

Rim to the core, but didn't want the underground life forever. When the Coalition was gone and 

she was paid off, she'd be dedicating time to climbing.

Soon, it was Antim's turn. She wasn't the touchy-feely type, and certainly did not want to 

share details of sensitive operations she'd been part of (in the New Republic military or 

otherwise), but if bonding became the glue that made this team a cohesive unit, she'd bite.
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“Before I was all straight and narrow,” she said, trying to loosen up, pushing against all of 

her own instincts, “I did a run with a paramilitary outfit on Mirial called the Open Hand. They 

were mostly Mirialans, all with black tattoos on their foreheads, completely dedicated to their 

cause. The problem was, I never bothered to ask about their cause; I was just there to get some 

experience. I'd gotten the lead from my CO, who assured me these guys were on the up and up. It 

turned out they had their fingers in all kinds of bad business.”

Rost snorted. “Still sounds straight and narrow to me. You were there because your CO told

you to be.”

“Plus that bad business can get you paid,” said Brold. “Military just uses you.”

“Are y'all gonna let me finish?” Antim shifted her weight so that the tree she was leaning on

dug into the left side of her back instead of the right. “The Open Hand was hoping to knock over 

enough freight to impress the Hutts. No way I was letting my name and face be seen by those 

reprehensible slugs.”

Everyone sighed and nodded. At least they could all agree that the Hutts were bad news.

“I wanted to chuck it up and get out of there,” Antim went on, “but the rumor among the 

group was that a Hutt was planetside, scouting grunts. It was full speed ahead into the job.” Lizpai

asked if Antim really met a Hutt. R'ala was quiet. “No,” Antim said. “I had a feeling it was bad intel. 

An excuse for carnage. I stopped in the middle of the road when the group started to march, asked

why I should work for liars. Turns out I called their bluff. They raised their blasters, and I'm still 

here talking to you now.”

Rost laughed. “You killed an entire platoon?”

“Stunned them,” Antim said. “Left them to think about where they wanted to go from there.

I'm guessing the locals picked all their valuables off them. I didn't stick around to find out.”
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Brold seemed amused. Lizpai gave an impressed nod. 

R'ala was last in line to tell a story, but when Brold prodded her for one, she refused, 

saying she had nothing interesting to tell.

Nonsense, Antim thought. She was holding onto her secrets, not placing her identity and 

past in front of people she didn't trust. Antim had to respect that. R'ala finished repairing the 

jammed blaster she'd been holding, and handed it to Lizpai.

Tan Thotas, who had been silent since the fire started flickering, stood and picked up her 

power staff, which glowed with an eerie green the color of her skin. “It is time,” she said.

The plan was to make Thotas the pointwoman and have her infiltrate Mark Two's hovel 

during the night. She'd find him asleep, according to all data about Falleen sleep cycles, and end 

things painlessly. Kax had made clear that these clean kills weren't acts of mercy; they were 

safeguards against noise and resistance, and thereby prevented unwanted attention. Twelve 

Senate-aligned operatives, no matter how good, shouldn't be meeting a city's security force head 

on. Or at all.

More experience, Antim said to herself, watching the crew of mercs shoulder their weapons

and break camp. That's all this is.

Antim found the trees around the hovel fascinating – how could they grow in so many 

directions at once? – but she could come back and visit later, when things weren't so pressing. Of 

course, life was always pressing around her. She couldn't remember the last bit of recreation she'd

had, the last thing she'd done for herself. She rarely had time to think about it.

Thotas crouched at the edge of the treeline, gripping her power staff at her hip. Antim held

her wrist comm to her face. “Life signs detected in complex. You reading our position? Over.”
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“Affirmative,” Glyn said from the other end. “You're authorized to proceed. Over and out.”

Glyn. Antim was starting to come around to her, even to the idea of trusting her judgment 

on life-and-death matters like this. She'd thought of her as a pipsqueak at the beginning – not 

physically, of course – but she was intelligent, well-traveled, and understood the gravity of her 

work. Regardless, Antim respected the chain of command, even if that chain had been spitballed 

together by a junior politician.

R'ala, Brold, and Lizpai crouched a few meters behind Thotas, their artillery set up and 

ready in case Mark Two was harboring an army. From one of the tallest trees, Rost was perched 

with her rifle, ready to snipe the head off of anyone who walked through the hovel's door at 

Antim's order.

Over the comm, she heard Brold mumble, “I still say we just blow this place. We should've 

brought Var'desh.”

“Shut it,” said Lizpai, doing Antim's job.

“Ten seconds to final positions,” Antim said. “On zero, Thotas moves in. Radio silence until 

she's out.”

Antim took a breath and began the count. Never had one of her operations relied on such 

precision, on such meticulous planning. 

When she hit five, flood lights erupted around the team, and everything within a few dozen

meters of the hovel lit up like the light of day. From the hovel's front hatch walked a Falleen man 

in traditional gray armor with broad pauldrons, holding a power staff much like Thotas's, with 

several sharp prongs blooming from the tip.

The team looked at one another, all fully exposed aside from Rost, who was up in the trees 

somewhere.
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“Don't move, Rost,” Antim ordered into her wrist comm. “He could have the place rigged.”

“So you're the ones,” Mark Two said, his voice deep and soothing. “A pleasure to meet you.”

The ones. What?

Thotas stood before him, still intent on completing her role. “If we were expected,” she 

said, “then we need not delay the inevitable.”

Before Antim could order Thotas to stand down, she was on him. We needed that 

conversation. We need to know how he expected us to be here.

The two Falleen clashed, their staves sparking together like parts of a long-separated 

whole, their bodies drifting around one another in an elegant dance. Antim was never one to 

romanticize battle, but there was a beauty to these movements if you didn't think about the 

inevitable.

Finally, the barbed tip of Mark Two's staff lanced Thotas's shoulder and sprawled her onto 

her back.

“You will regain use of your right arm in roughly six months,” Mark Two said. He yanked 

the staff out of his opponent's flesh. Thotas yelped. “That is, if you observe the proper recovery 

protocols.” He looked to the rest of the group, R'ala and Brold had their hands on their blasters – 

R'ala on her custom-built N-101, such a clumsy, archaic-looking thing – but they wouldn't do 

anything without Antim's order. “Now then,” the mark went on, “where does that leave us? Must I 

duel every one of you? I assure you, you'll lose. Or might I make my case?”

“You had the chance,” R'ala said, “but you chose to slaughter a committee that was trying to

take simple safety measures. You didn't think for one second about what a few more sliced 

throats would do to a thousand star systems, you arrogant pile of – ”

“Shut it!” Lizpai again.
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“It was impulsive,” Mark Two said. “Am I to apologize, then? Very well. We were 

shortsighted. And in any case, I have lived quietly here in the meantime, reflecting on matters 

both old and unwritten. Believe me when I say that in this very moment, the future possibilities 

for every one of us standing in this spot are myriad.”

Antim moved her legs, pushed herself over the treeline, unable to listen to this any longer. 

“Enough of the warrior monk act,” she said, gripping the barrel of her blaster rifle. “You're a war 

criminal. And if you're so clairvoyant, you'd have dreamed of me turning your chest into a crater. 

How did you know we were coming?”

He smirked.

From the dirt next to Antim, Thotas groaned, “He sensed my pheromones.”

Antim turned to say I wasn't asking you, and in the second her eyes were off of Mark Two, 

he lunged. Antim swiveled, her brain plunging her back into the pits where she'd learned her 

hand-combat training, and she caught the staff between her wrists, letting the heavy rifle drop to 

the dirt. The barbs were inches from her torso. She swung her leg around, stomped the barbed tip

into the ground, then unholstered her blaster pistol and snapped off a single shot. Mark Two's 

body toppled, and the smoke rose.

Antim flipped her blaster's safety on. A wave of fluid rushed through her, but after all this 

time, she'd learned how to temper it, make it invisible on the surface. 

Her skin felt raw.

“Pheromones,” she said to no one in particular. “Sure.”

III.

R'ala slipped into the hub office before the Mark Three briefing. Warble had his scomp arm
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jabbed into a wall terminal, arranging some repair or another, and he bleeped at R'ala as she 

entered. Glyn stood at full height. Something in her eyes had changed since their last talk. It 

wasn't that she hadn't seemed happy to see R'ala before: this time, the shock was gone. It was no 

longer like seeing a familiar shadow walk through the door.

Glyn's face wasn't focused on R'ala, though. She was worried about something.

“You were right about Antim,” R'ala said, hoping to crack the ice with something mission-

related. 

“Don't go on the next expedition,” Glyn said. 

“What?”

“Come here.” She sat.

R'ala walked around the table, dodging Warble with her hip, and peered over Glyn's 

shoulder at the terminal. The holo's pixels spun and crashed together until they formed a sphere 

that looked like a moon with a bite taken out of the bottom. Shale rushed from the bite wound. At 

the top of the accompanying data stream was the designation UNC-6667.

“UNC Six-Six-Six-Seven is an uncharted planet,” Glyn said. “Its atmosphere is volatile, and 

its entire surface is covered in unpredictable microbursts. The downdrafts come without 

warning, and they shatter everything nearby. Trees, boulders, people.”

Leaning over Glyn's shoulder like this, R'ala had a noseful of her familiar scent, like dried 

red flowers. They hadn't been this close in years.

“We've seen worse,” R'ala said.

“I'm serious.”

“How am I supposed to stay behind?”

“Be sick or something. We recruited the Locksmith as a substitute for the master slicer just
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in case anything happened. We'll get our money's worth this way. I know he's our medic, but 

Lizpai can pick up his slack.”

“So he's the junk version of me? Not happening.”

After her talk with Kax, R'ala believed in what this operation could accomplish. She was 

also a perfectionist with utter disdain for letting others handle matters entrusted to her. There 

was no way Glyn had forgotten that.

Now she was fully focused on R'ala. She stood again.

“I'll be okay, Glyn.”

Glyn pinched her eyes shut, kept them closed, as if having an entire conversation with 

herself behind her eyelids. When she opened them, after what felt like weeks, she didn't beg R'ala 

to stay away from UNC-6667, she didn't mention the microbursts and how they could convert 

forests to wood chips in two seconds flat. All she said was, “Okay.”

She walked past R'ala and started for the door. She was needed at the briefing.

“I'm guessing it's not a good time for that hug, then,” R'ala said after her.

“Just come back.”

The door flashed open and shut, leaving R'ala with Warble, who had extended his third 

appendage and was now rolling across the floor in front of her. He bleeped again.

“Yeah,” R'ala said. “I hope so too, buddy.”

Kax, Voz, and Glyn stood at the front of the briefing room, displaying the UNC-6667 graphic

to the entire team. For R'ala, in the back row next to Rost, it was like seeing a holodrama for the 

second time and watching the rest of the audience's reactions to the pivotal scenes. 

Kax announced that the point-people for this expedition would be R'ala, Antim, Var'desh, 
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Brold, Shasc, and Lizpai. With a mangled arm, Thotas was no longer usable. Zoss Proot would fly 

the shuttle as usual. The Locksmith would remain on the shuttle with High Tide and Low Tide, 

with the former dropped onto the field if someone needed patching up, and the latter if artillery 

was necessary.

“Listen,” Voz said, increasing the size of the bite-wound portion of the planet. “Follow the 

exact routes we've mapped out for you. Storms are gradually annihilating the planet's southern 

hemisphere. If you end up anywhere near here, the sixty-percent chance of getting shredded by a 

microburst becomes one hundred.”

Brold raised his hand, as usual.

“If you're mapping our routes, why would there be any danger of entering the hundred-

percent zone?”

Glyn stepped in. She looked even taller than usual, radiant. “Mark Three lives in a modified 

ground transport,” she said. “She relocates every few months.”

“On this world?” Lizpai cut in. “Who the hell's going to notice her on an uncharted 

deathtrap?”

“She's the most paranoid of the Coalition,” Glyn said. “But to more directly answer your 

question, I did.”

R'ala's chest got warm. Glyn was amazing. I bet some of that wit came from me.

Kax nodded to Voz, who deactivated the UNC-6667 hologram and replaced it with the 

familiar mugshot of Mark Three. She was a human, squat and tank-like, with a fork-shaped scar 

on her chin.

“Mark Three,” Kax began, “stocked up on supplies and found one of the best hiding places 

in the galaxy after the Coalition massacre. Luckily, she was in a hurry, so she didn't cover her 
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tracks very well. Representative Glyn has pieced together Mark Three's approximate location on 

the planet, within the zones that experience the smallest percentage of microburst activity, which 

is still substantial. Keep in mind that she has lived on this planet's surface for years; she knows 

how to avoid its hazards better than we do, and if she wants to disappear, she will. Approach this 

action as you did with Mark One: the target must not know you're coming.”

Shasc, who was half R'ala's height, put his purplish hand in the air. “What's the likelihood 

the mark has scanning tech that will pick us up?”

R'ala butted in without waiting for one of the leaders to answer. “If she's moving around, 

the tech will be unreliable. Plus the weather doesn't allow for setting up towers.”

Glyn nodded to her. The warmth came again.

“Be aware,” Kax went on, “that more searching will be involved here. We'll be making use 

of what scanning technology we were able to requisition, and everyone on Orbital Station will be 

working tirelessly alongside you, but once you embark on this mission, we may not be seeing 

each other for awhile.”

Or ever, R'ala assumed everyone was thinking. Glyn wouldn't look at her now.

R'ala wished for her own quarters even more than before. Pragmatism required the station

to be the shrimpy thing it was, but sharing a room with the rest of the team when she was about 

to descend onto a deathworld made her feel trapped inside herself, her voice bottled up and 

stoppered. She lay on her cot, scrolling through a datapad that detailed the environmental 

conditions of UNC-6667, while Shasc, Lizpai, and Rost played a round of low-stakes Dejarik 

behind her. When her eyes started to strain from the datapad's artificial light, she glanced at 

Thotas's empty cot. She didn't envy the mangled arm, but at least Thotas had dodged the colossal 
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horror that was coming for R'ala.

Just come back, Glyn had said. Just come back.

It sounded so easy.

~

Antim watched a month's worth of food, water, and supplies being loaded onto the shuttle 

by High Tide, Low Tide, and the station's droids. The Locksmith, the team's primary medic and 

backup slicer, sat onboard, organizing his equipment. Antim couldn't imagine that a cure for 

everything they'd encounter on UNC-6667 could possibly be hidden in those tile-sized kits he 

carried, but she had to believe him when he confidently told her the opposite.

For the first time, people were starting to doubt the mission. Not its goal, but how 

prepared they were, whether there wasn't some way to lure their prey to them.

It was pointless to worry now, though. Antim's mind was a star in the prime of its cycle, 

burning, expanding, never thinking about what it used to be, only picturing the next phase.

“We feel similarly,” said the Locksmith. He was a human with a poky red beard and a long, 

dark coat of synth-leather. “It's like approaching a conversation that can only end in an argument, 

isn't it?”

“Sure,” said Antim, heaving a container of hydration pouches under her arm, “if the 

argument tears your body in half with killer downdrafts, or has a travel advisory as long as the 

sacred texts of Massassi.”

“Point taken. But you're doing a damn good thing here, Chief. None of us will slack off. You 

say the word, I'm down there with my instruments out, sewing wounds with one hand and firing 

at rabid gundarks with the other.”
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Antim thought of what R'ala would say now. No gundark is dumb enough to live on that 

crapsack world. But Antim wasn't like her, even if she had a sense of humor below-decks. Instead 

she said, “No heroics, Locksmith. That's an order.”

He nodded. “I don't think a hero ever existed on that world. No need to force it now.”

~

The one thing R'ala hadn't expected was the noise. The first day on UNC-6667 had involved

leaping out of the shuttle and crashing into what Kax called “cool zones.” They'd been mapped out

by Glyn over the course of weeks, and as R'ala stood unharmed in a safe area that had once seen a 

microburst – massive stumps in a kilometer-wide field of wood splinters – she wondered how 

many times Glyn had already saved her life that day. She'd even plotted the shuttle drops so that 

no one would be impaled by ground debris.

 Storms raged on the peripheries of every cool zone. Thunder shook R'ala's bones. 

Conversations couldn't be held without sharp booms jolting the team to attention, the next 

sentence lost. No one could ever ignore the fact that this world was falling apart. Travel advisories

blared over the shuttle's speakers until Proot shut down the entire comm system. The fear had 

gripped R'ala then, and it was still slithering through her now.

By the end of day three, the team had taken to using their comms to talk. Since all had to 

wear full body gear and helmets, R'ala hadn't seen anyone's face since Orbital Station, and she had

a feeling she wouldn't for awhile.

Nights were nearly silent in the cool zones, but one got the sense that the storms were 

simply taking a breath, and it made R'ala hold hers.

“Don't do that,” Lizpai said, huddled under an improvised shelter in her bedroll. “You'll get 
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pneumonia.”

“I'm not dying here.” R'ala's bones were still quaking. She began to shiver.

“It's okay,” Lizpai said. “I'm not going to let you. Neither will Glyn.”

R'ala already knew she'd be having nightmares on this world. Besides the obvious threats, 

the black cloud cover and absence of moonlight created a hollowness in her, like trying to sleep 

inside some dead beast's lung.

 “I shouldn't have come here,” R'ala said. “How are we supposed to find someone hiding on 

a condemned rock? She's got a whole planet. She's a ghost.”

“You were at the briefing,” Lizpai said, silky-calm. “You know these cool zones are the only 

places she could be. The rest of the planet's just twisters and bottomless pits. Eventually, we're 

going to see a bootprint that didn't come from any of us, and you're going to feel better.”

When R'ala finally inhaled deeply enough, she found that Lizpai's verbal balm was actually 

soothing. She let herself forget where she was, about being trapped inside her helmet, about the 

thought of a lightning bolt turning Proot's shuttle into a hail of metal scrap and leaving her 

trapped here forever.

She and Lizpai repeated the same cycle every night, though by the second week, they'd 

stopped talking about the mission before bed. Their days went like this: move through the cool 

zones, don't talk about the sixty-percent chance of a microburst, communicate with the shuttle 

during breakfast and lunch, set up shelter, talk each other to sleep. The station-supplied tech was 

constantly scanning for life signs, but none of the alarms, even for minor life forms, had sounded. 

“Notice most of the team has paired off?” R'ala said to Lizpai as they trudged a good 

distance behind the Tides, who had joined them on-world that morning. They'd probably gotten 
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sick of listening to the Locksmith talk.

“So have we,” Lizpai said. “It's just animal behavior.”

“It's intel,” R'ala said. “You can tell a lot about people from who they're naturally drawn to.” 

Lizpai grinned tolerantly. R'ala knew the analytical-out-loud part of her personality came 

off as crazy-talk with new people. Whether or not there was some big conspiracy, she liked to 

learn what she could about the people she worked with, especially when she didn't trust them. 

After all, there was a reason she'd paired up with Lizpai.

“Alright,” Lizpai's voice said through the comm, “let's analyze, then.”

“Fine. High and Low are together.”

“That's an easy one. Next.”

R'ala looked ahead of them. Brold and Rost were side by side, probably yacking loudly. As 

much as their banter grated at her, it was disconcerting to be unable to hear what they were 

saying now.

“The Mandalorian and the sniper,” she said. “Makes sense that they'd bond. Lots to talk 

about, similar careers. But also a good fighting team. A solid mix of ability.”

Lizpai pinched her lips together, considering it. “Fair enough. But we want to be a solid 

fighting force, don't we?”

“Sure.”

“Alright. Var'desh and Shasc.”

“They're the least human of anyone we've got down here right now. None of us can talk to 

Var'desh but you.”

“Then wouldn't he want someone to talk to?”

“Not everyone does. Plus walking with a translator makes him seem like the team mascot.”
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R'ala didn't say it, but she was glad not to be walking next to Var'desh. He was the one she 

least wanted to be near. It wasn't the language barrier; it was the respect that the title of 

“demolitions expert” commanded. She'd seen her share, but hesitated to picture the size of the 

explosions that got him on this team.

“I'll take it,” Lizpai said. “One more.”

A good distance behind them, Antim walked alone, her face invisible inside the breather 

helmet.

“She's the toughest straight-and-narrow type I've ever met, “ R'ala said. “I met a Zabrak 

who told me humans are all soft in the center. Not this one.”

Lizpai turned, tried to play it casual, as if she wasn't turning just to get a peek at their 

leader. “I feel bad,” she said. “She should have someone to talk to.”

“Then let's kill somebody so we have even numbers.”

A laugh from Lizpai. R'ala turned again. Antim cut the figure of a warrior, storms pulsing in 

the distance behind her. 

I really hope she makes it out of this.

That afternoon, they hit their first microburst. It was one of the planet's weaker ones, 

which pulverized small trees and sent whirlwinds of rock funneling into the sky and pelting 

everyone on the ground. The curtain of rain blinded R'ala; she followed the radar to track 

everyone's position, but no one moved from their hiding places until it was over.

“Damage report,” Antim demanded, tromping into the middle of them.

High Tide's armor had been dented in a few places, and R'ala's knee ached from a clumsy 

slip, but everyone was intact.
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For awhile, no one spoke. They all knew they were out of place here, walking closer and 

closer to their doom. Everyone hinged on Antim's next order. When she didn't give one, Brold 

casually surveyed the landscape and said, “At least it's probably a buyer's market.”

R'ala awoke in the middle of the night to more rain and the cackles of Brold and Rost. 

They'd forgotten to close the comm channel to just the two of them.

She got up without waking Lizpai and joined the group, which included Shasc.

“Sorry about that, love,” Rost said to R'ala. “Not used to this fancy tech. I prefer to just yell 

and let the whole world hear me.”

R'ala shrugged. “I'd say you've literally accomplished that. Unless signs of life have crept 

onto the scanner.”

Everyone shook their heads.

She asked what they'd been talking about before, how they were keeping sane on this hell-

world.

“We're looking at bounties in the sector,” Brold said. “Thinking about future prospects 

helps in a place like this.”

“You a bounty hunter, then?”

“I dabble. Rost used to do it. Thinking about jumping back in.”

So they were considering partnering up after all. Well, best of fortune to them.

“Anyone interesting got a price on them?” she asked.

The trio looked at her.

“I think she wants in on the action,” Shasc said between bites of some kind of dark, squishy

food. “You can always use someone to fix the blasters you're not using. Plus she can open doors 
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for you. This girl can do it all!”

R'ala bit a grimace that made the Noghri recoil. She was suddenly glad she'd never gotten 

to know him.

“Back to what we were saying,” Rost cut in. “A breakdown of our rogue's gallery of fearless 

leaders. A grand review, you might say. We're giving them new titles.”

R'ala excused herself and headed back to her shelter, but their voices were still clear over 

the open comm.

“Where were we?” said Brold. “We've got Grandt the Useless Mouthpiece, Voz the 

Dud...who else?”

“The one who talks too much.”

Glyn.

“Ah yeah.” Brold again. “How about...the Tall Thing.”

Shasc's voice came next, still chewing. “It's got a good rhythm to it.”

R'ala felt her neck flare up. She rejoined the group, simultaneously opening the comm to 

Lizpai in case she needed backup.

“That 'Tall Thing,'” she said, getting in Brold's face, “is the reason any of you still have your 

lives. She's the reason your ugly mothers won't have to pay for a funeral that no one wants to 

attend.”

Brold squared up to her, the T of his Mandalorian helmet betraying no expression. He 

wasn't cracking jokes now. 

“No funny comeback for that one, Brold? I guess House Crajus isn't the house of war or 

wit.”

“You're a reckless child.”
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She stayed where she was, didn't back up, despite how much of a tower he was. “And 

you're an overgrown bully who's going to be caught without that armor someday.”

Rost and Shasc were both speechless. Lizpai's footfalls approached from behind.

Brold looked down at R'ala, shaking his head. “You really want to do this, girl?”

“No. I want to live through this and go home. I want to prevent a war, so that other people 

don't have to worry about winning it. And if it takes putting up with you for a little longer to make

that happen, I'll be taking one for the team. Again.”

R'ala felt Lizpai's hands on her.

“Guys,” the translator said, “this place is changing us. Let's get some rest, then we'll catch 

the mark and be back on the shuttle so we can forget all of this.”

“I won't forget,” R'ala said.

Brold sighed, which sounded like a gust of wind through the helmet comm. “The pipsqueak

is right. Not that I did anything to deserve this tantrum.”

“Don't you worry.” R'ala wasn't giving an inch. “I've got your back. And that's not a lie, like 

those three hundred kills of yours.”

She couldn't see Brold's face, but she assumed it was flushed red and grimacing, like every 

other bravado-fueled jerk in the whole damned galaxy. 

“Miri,” Lizpai whispered. “Please.”

R'ala surveyed the faces in front of her, remembered how easily Bosch's crew became 

every-man-for-himself when personalities boiled to the surface. 

She cut a phony smile. “What, nobody can take a joke?”

Silence. Shasc stuttered out a nervous laugh. Lizpai followed, and then Brold. Rost wasn't 

laughing. 
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Lizpai gently dragged R'ala away. “Come on.”

Back at the shelter, R'ala and Lizpai set their comms to a closed channel. R'ala bundled 

herself back into her bedroll.

“Tall Thing,” she mumbled as she squeezed her eyes shut, hoping to rush into sleep. “Big 

words for a guy who looks like his mom eloped with a rancor.”

 Lizpai was still sitting up, getting settled in, her heart probably pounding from the thought

of having to fight Brold, Rost, and Shasc, on top of being on this planet. R'ala felt bad for adding to 

her stress.

“So how long have you loved her?” Lizpai asked.

For once, R'ala didn't feel the need to deflect, to pretend not to know who she meant.

“Forever,” she said.

The next microburst struck before they woke up. Brold's water and rations were carried 

off by the wind, and High Tide was clobbered by a wayward log, which cracked several of his ribs. 

The team pushed forward, emerging below a small, crescent-shaped bluff.

“Chief to shuttle,” Antim said into her wrist comm when the storm had gone. “Send down 

the Locksmith and confirm our zone location. Over.”

Within a few minutes, the Locksmith was wrapping High Tide's torso in synthetic 

bandages, and R'ala was eyeing a bizarre indentation at the base of the bluff. She pointed it out to 

Antim, who double-checked the life-sign scanners. Nothing.

“I'm telling you,” R'ala said, “this was made by a person. Someone who was trying to make 

a viable home here.”

“Still waiting on zone confirmation,” Antim said into the comm.
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Proot soon responded. “Ground team, the microburst pushed you past the edges of Glyn's 

zone map. Return to previous path as soon as possible.”

In the chaos, no one had been able to see, much less keep track of their paths. They'd been 

running for over an hour. R'ala wouldn't even have recognized the jagged boulders she'd been 

tripping over.

Rost's head swiveled. “Miri is correct. See those rocks atop the bluff? Nature didn't move 

those there.”

Shasc kicked one of the nearby boulders, which didn't budge. “Miri's the one who led us 

down here,” he said. “We're probably heading for that rockslide at the bottom of the world thanks 

to her.”

R'ala met the Noghri's eyes. “I'll invite you to kindly explain that.”

Rost was still shouting about the rocks.

“I followed you,” Shasc said. “The others followed me. Even a human should be able to do 

such basic ma – ”

A sniper bolt flashed from somewhere on the bluff, and Shasc's head disappeared. 

Antim barked, “Cover!”

Rost scrambled to set her rifle against a boulder and return fire.

Another bolt flashed, this one from the eastern side of the bluff, and hit Low Tide just 

below the collar. His body jerked backwards, the back of his head cracking against a chunk of rock

debris.

Rost snapped off two shots. The first flashed into oblivion; the second hit something. A 

surge of fire went up on the bluff, then puffed out.

“Still no life signs,” Antim said, crouched next to Rost. “This camp is a decoy.”
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Rost was reading the trajectories of the shots. “Only two sentry guns,” she said, pivoting to 

find the second.

Antim ordered Rost and the others to cover her, then said, “Miri, Brold, with me.”

When the trio was clear of the crossfire, Antim led them to the east of the bluff.

“She has to be close,” the gunnery chief said. “The guns were set up to prevent anyone 

coming this way. Look.”

There were minor life signs on the fringes of the radar, but they weren't human.

“It's vegetation,” R'ala said. “Only a little, but that's the spot. Gotta be the only place on this 

planet that can support a person.”

“We're not charging in,” Antim said, shooting a look at Brold, who was already drawing his 

blasters. “Catch your breath first. I'll investigate the location and set a nav-point. I want the two of

you with me in ten minutes. I want Var'desh in five.”

“Aye,” R'ala said.

Antim crouched at the nearby bank, made sure her blaster rifle was set to kill, and slid 

down on the soles of her boots. When she was out of sight, R'ala commed Var'desh.

“Hey, Ithorian. You're needed here immediately.” 

He responded with a deep, moist rumble. Too bad Lizpai wasn't having this conversation 

instead.

“Lizpai, you okay?”

“Affirmative. Sentry gun still has us pinned. Rost's about to get a bead on it. Lost Shasc, lost 

Low Tide. High still can't breathe right.”

“Hold tight. We're borrowing the hammerhead.”

“Got it. Torfin out.”
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R'ala looked up at Brold, his block-like face still invisible behind the helmet. 

She said, “You've got my back too, right?”

“I ain't letting you die in this place.”

She'd have to take it as a yes.

R'ala counted the seconds. Eight minutes had passed since calling Var'desh, and three 

since Var'desh had actually passed her with a sackful of charges.

“We need to hit the nav-point in two minutes,” she said to Brold. “Ready?”

“Go ahead.”

R'ala's years of experience screamed at her from within, but maybe going in first, showing 

Brold her back, would be the thing that generated real trust between them.

At the nav-point, they came upon a sunken ruin with sparse grasses, a small pond filled 

with runoff, and the remnants of fruit trees, still with soft, low-hanging red gems. 

“Mark Three must have sustained a few of them using artificial light,” R'ala said. She'd 

never seen anything like it, not in a place like UNC-6667, but this wasn't the time to marvel.

Above, she heard an explosion that matched the first sentry gun's destruction, which 

meant Rost and Lizpai had prevailed. One fewer thing to have a heart attack over.

A compact hatch sat open behind one of the trees, revealing a hand-dug hole. If they 

descended, they'd find Antim. Hopefully alive.

R'ala went in first. The drop was about eight feet, and she hit the floor with a hollow thud. 

Metal.

In front of her, Mark Three had Antim flat on her back, fist raised for a knockout blow. 
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When the target saw R'ala, she abandoned Antim and lunged, catching R'ala around the middle 

and flooring her. In the dark, it was impossible to retaliate. Mark Three's time on this world had 

turned her into a subterranean animal, and she'd lured in easy prey.

R'ala felt a fist hit her gut, like a tiny wrecking ball, but where the wind should have left 

her, her armor absorbed the blow. A knee landed on her chest, pinning her. Instinct raised her 

arms in a cross, and her wrists caught the incoming strike. She swung her elbow, catching Mark 

Three in the temple. The mark staggered back, and soon came the scuffs and grunts of another 

struggle. Antim was on her.

“Brold!' R'ala called. “What the hell's keeping you?”

From above, the Mandalorian muttered something about not being able to fit through the 

hole.

She unhooked a small light from her belt and activated it. The mark was in front of her, 

swinging a kick at Antim, who rolled far enough out of the way to only get caught in the arm. She 

looked almost like her mugshot, but she was emaciated, and her face was etched with at least 

twice as many scars.

Her eyes locked on R'ala again. Instead of going for another tackle, she whipped a vibro-

axe off her belt and began moving in. R'ala's mind flipped through the possible results. She could 

probably wrestle the weapon away, but every scenario ended with her losing a body part.

“Now!” Antim cried into her comm.

A thunderclap rumbled out, but beneath the ground. The room tilted, swiveled. Rocks and 

dirt fell, clotting R'ala's hair, filling her nostrils, pelting her head and shoulders. She ducked, 

letting her back take the rest.

Mark Three had toppled over long enough for Antim to draw her pistol.
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“Up,” she said to the woman. “Slow.”

So she'd had Var'desh plant charges around the hole. Risky. The place still felt unstable. 

The ground was shifting around it, the grinding of rock against rock audible in the distance.

Brold, with a larger opening now, descended into the pit.

“How many of you did I kill?” Mark Three asked, clutching her jaw.

“More than your friends did,” Antim replied. 

R'ala asked, “How did you know we were coming? And don't give us some line about 

pheromones. There's no way you're stashing long-distance scanning tech here.”

The mark stood up, got her bearings again. “We had an automatic protocol set up. If one of 

us was taken out, a signal would be sent to the others.” She rubbed her jaw again, still smarting 

from R'ala's elbow. It wouldn't matter soon. “Listen, you people. We just want to live out the rest 

of our lives. What kind of psychotic idea brought you all the way here?”

“You were declassified,” Antim said, her voice strained now. “You were given the 

opportunity to become citizens of the galaxy. You chose to unify. You chose a final cry of defiance. 

What did that buy you? This?”

“This place is crumbling, Waslo,” Brold grunted.

Mark Three was gazing at her boots now. Antim wasn't to be reasoned with. She looked at 

R'ala next – exactly what R'ala hoped she wouldn't do.

She wished she couldn't sympathize, that Mark Three's motivations seemed like something

from another galaxy. But they didn't. People made mistakes, they lived with them, they moved 

forward however they could. No one needed to explain that to R'ala.

“If only there were one final solution to everything,” Mark Three said.

R'ala could feel a whimper begging to escape her throat, but she didn't let it. “I only know 
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one solution that ends everything,” she said.

Mark Three nodded, looked back at the floor, then at the group again. She stiffened her lip.

“So which one of you is gonna – ”

A single bolt flashed from Brold's blaster, and Mark Three crumpled against the wall. 

“Waslo,” Brold said again. “We need to go.”

Antim took a moment, let the temporary quiet of the chamber set in, along with the fact 

that this was the last time anyone would ever be here. R'ala quietly wished she'd looked away 

when Brold had fired.

“Move out,” Antim said. 

On the surface, the planet's mud was sucking everything down, loosened by Var'desh's 

charges. The team was retreating to the shuttle at full speed. Behind Antim, Brold, and R'ala, the 

trio of Lizpai, Rost, and Var'desh were barely staying ahead of the rapid erosion. The Locksmith 

ran just behind Var'desh, the mud licking his heels, rocks tumbling into the abyss as his boots left 

the ground.

“Book it!” Antim yelled at them. “And who has a bead on High Tide?”

“He was right behind me,” Rost said. 

“He has shattered ribs,” R'ala shouted back. “He can't run a damn marathon with shattered 

ribs. Who was watching him?”

Brold turned. “All of you save your breath. No one who's not with us is still alive.”

The shuttle hovered just ahead, its hatch open. The team tumbled in one by one, strapping 

in as Proot punched the engine as hard as it would go. They floated, then burned, then left the 

planet's atmosphere for good.
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R'ala's heart didn't slow down until they'd jumped through hyperspace, cleared the 

planets of the Bright Jewels system, and captured Orbital Station in their sights.

R'ala stripped off her armor and left it on the hallway floor. Even after decontamination, 

she could feel grains of dirt and flecks of rock peppering her scalp. She slammed the door of the 

hub office with her fist, not willing to sit through debriefing yet.

When Glyn opened the door, she smiled. 

“R'ala.”

She cut herself off. There was nothing else to say. R'ala didn't know what her own 

expression looked like now, whether she looked filthy, malnourished, as scarred as Mark Three. 

She didn't care. She stood on her toes, cupped Glyn's face between her hands, and kissed her.

IV.

R'ala's back ached. She lifted herself from Glyn's cot and threw her legs over the side. Glyn 

stirred. The spots on her back reminded R'ala of shells on a beach.

Stop thinking about beaches, R'ala. Focus.

“Where are you going?'” Glyn said, groggy.

“I'm just sore. Briefing's soon, you know.”

Glyn sat up, shaking the fuzz off. She let out a deep, vocal breath that sounded like 

uncapping a wind tunnel. She really didn't want to leave.

Good to know I'm not the only one who's tired around here, R'ala thought. On a normal day, 

years ago, R'ala would have told Glyn to sleep late, that R'ala could handle whatever needed 

doing. But it wouldn't even do to joke about that now. The team was leaving to find Mark Four 
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today, and none of it would get done without Glyn.

R'ala fumbled into shorts and an undershirt, Glyn into a black bodyglove and the deep 

purple dress the team was used to seeing. They met at the door, neither ready to press the 

controls that opened it.

Am I supposed to say something now? Is she?

Neither did. The corners of Glyn's mouth curved into a smile, R'ala felt hers do the same, 

and they laughed. Their fingers fluttered together. In the laughter and the embrace that followed, 

R'ala felt ribbons of guilt and pain unraveling, unwinding from her gut, leaving her.

She and Glyn were back.

R'ala entered the briefing room while Kax was speaking, still in her morning-wear. The 

team, fully geared and with four empty seats among them, turned to face her. She trotted across 

the back row and took the seat beside Lizpai. Kax didn't miss a beat.

Lizpai gave R'ala the side-eye, completely aware of what R'ala was up to. In a sharp 

whisper, she said, “Really?”

R'ala felt herself grinning, tried to stifle it. “Not now, okay?”

“You smell.”

“Shush.”

Kax's eyes were on them now.

“As I was getting to,” they said, “the mark frequents the community market at the provided 

coordinates on Crul. He's in a small, unassuming complex that never opens or closes.”

Brold asked what kind of complex never opens or closes. He was flipping Mark Three's 

vibro-axe, which he'd kept as a souvenir, between his hands.
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“The independent bank that holds all the credits on the province,” said Kax. “The mark 

somehow arranged himself a room upstairs, probably a leftover vault from the days of hard 

currency.”

“They still use hard currency on that province,” R'ala interrupted. “The people who go to 

that market, anyway. Not the ones who have accounts in that bank.”

Everyone was staring again. Glyn, at the front with Kax now, frowned.

“Miri is correct,” Glyn said, “however immaterial this information may be.”

R'ala stuck her tongue out at Glyn, who pretended not to see. Lizpai nudged her in the ribs. 

R'ala understood: Lizpai needed to memorize every bit of intel possible; it was her way. But R'ala 

had been to Crul once upon a space-faring adventure, when the First Day was her home. It was in 

the Mid Rim, but the people in the eastern hemisphere's provinces operated much like her 

favorite villages in the Outer Rim did. She'd sampled meats and fruit from the very market Kax 

was talking about. A visit to Crul would be a vacation compared to that uncharted hellhole.

I was almost swallowed by a dying planet. Don't judge me for wearing pajamas.

Voz pulled up a holo of Mark Four, a hood-eyed young man with shaven hair. R'ala guessed 

the hair wouldn't be the same now. Maybe not the eyes either, if he'd gotten some sort of cosmetic

work done.

R'ala raised her hand. Voz spotted her first.

“Yes, half-naked human in the back,” Voz said.

“This guy is borderline nondescript. This image is from before the declassification. 

Literally anyone we run into on Crul could be him.”

“So we shoot anyone who looks at us a certain way,” Rost cut in.

Glyn put up a hand, quieting the Devaronian. “That's why we need our master slicer to 
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strip away the complex's security, followed by the mark's identifying information once the team is

inside.”

So this one would be up to R'ala, then.

Brold asked what the team structure would look like.

“Skeleton crew,” Kax said. “Muscle stays on the periphery, giving the slicer and engineer a 

wide berth. The sniper roosts atop a nearby monument. Medic will blend in and stand by.”

Var'desh rumbled out a string of Ithorian garble-speak. Lizpai nodded. “He wants to know 

what his part is,” she said.

“Your datapad will provide specifics,” Kax said, “but you're part of the main crew. Major 

demolitions are to be used only if necessary, as this is a crowded place, and we absolutely do not 

want team members exposed. Minor explosives are likely to be needed for entry to the complex. 

Anything else?”

No one said a word. Antim stood and motioned for Proot to put the shuttle through its 

launch cycle. 

R'ala didn't run into anyone she knew at the market; it had either been long enough for the

crowd to change, or no one remembered her. Regardless, it was good to be on a world with a 

standard atmosphere and an oxygen supply. Team morale was high.

It also helped that the target was right in front of them. Bellox & Hauk looked less like a 

bank than an enormous black cube just outside the market, standing in an empty field. No one 

could get near it without being picked up by nearby security cameras, but the complex itself had 

become part of the scenery for the locals, who bustled over stall shelves humped with round 

green fruits, hand-carved musical instruments, and clear liquid in transparent sacks that vibrated 
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when R'ala touched her fingers to their skin. The Trandoshan behind the instrument stall growled

at her in a tone she understood as an invitation. He tried to hand her a water organ, which she 

declined.

“Uh, that one.” She pointed to a stringed instrument made of bent wood. The vendor 

carefully lifted it and handed it over, then growled something else that probably meant You break 

it, you bought it.

The instrument was topped with a curled horn meant to rest over the musician's shoulder, 

and an attachment like a small animal claw that tied around the thumb. The vendor showed her 

how to hold it, then let her pick away. 

A few hollow notes came out, like muffled birdsong. She was new at this, but she could 

learn. 

“He's impressed that a human even stopped at his stall,” Lizpai said from the adjacent junk 

vendor. “You have to blaze trails wherever you go, don't you?”

“You should write a song about me, Lizpai.”

Holding that instrument – a “Skald,” as she'd later hear it named – and joking around with 

a friend, R'ala felt grateful that Rost and Brold were occupied elsewhere, guarding her, the 

important one. She didn't want to say she was glad Shasc had gotten de-craniated by a sniper bolt,

but she couldn't deny a satisfaction at never having to hear his voice again.

At the moment, she felt like a normal person, and that was good.

“Miri,” Antim's voice chimed in over the comm. “Five minutes and counting.” She meant 

until the market's regulars would look at R'ala, Lizpai, and Var'desh without suspicion. Then she'd

load the Bellox & Hauk servers with slice-tech, burn its defenses to the ground, and pluck the 

prize from the center.
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“Hey!” a child's voice called from behind R'ala, accompanied by a tug on the sleeve. “Don't 

mess with the whirly trees that take your brain!”

“Um, thanks, kid. I won't.”

 The kid's father scuttled up behind her. “Sorry,” he said to R'ala, taking his daughter by the 

hand. “She hasn't reached the point of not repeating bedtime stories to strangers.”

The man wore a brown robe, kept his silvery hair long, and had an ample beard to match. 

“You're telling her about brain-eating trees before bed?”

He rubbed the back of his neck, got a sheepish look about him. “I guess I just find this 

world fascinating, and I get carried away. It's the third we've lived on since she was born.”

R'ala crouched so that her face was level with the kid's. “I'm Miri,” she said. “Want to tell 

me your name?”

“Ari. Short for Ariva.” She said it like she'd rehearsed it a thousand times. She probably had 

a lot of friends in a place so populated.

“Ari, I'm on an adventure right now, so I'm happy you told me about the trees.”

The child looked down at the Skald. 

“Oh,” R'ala said, “I'm no good with this. If your pop's stories about monster trees haven't 

given you nightmares yet, my finger-picking skills will make up for that.”

She stood and handed the instrument back to the Trandoshan, who bowed and hung it on 

the display rack. “I might be back for that thing,” R'ala told him. He shrugged, unconvinced. 

R'ala sat herself cross-legged in the tiny room she'd rented, about a klick from Bellox & 

Hauk. The toughest part of this mission was that her portable slice-tech would only work within a

certain distance; it wasn't like Zerta or other archaic facilities where you could physically walk up 
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to the door and plant computer spikes in the hardware. Mark Four had arguably found a more 

secure hidey-hole than even Three had.

The process itself was clear enough: gain the trust of the locals, get one of them to rent you

a room, shred the complex's defenses over the course of a few weeks without being found out. 

Everyone else (other than Lizpai) had to camp. She really hoped Brold hated camping.

The old missions with Bosch were nothing compared to this. Bosch would treat her like a 

kid, and the freelancers he hired would mostly ignore her. On one hand, that was fine – she wasn't

looking for drinking buddies on those jobs – but there was something about being recognized for 

her skill that really hit the spot. Maybe Kax, Lizpai, and Antim would fancy a drink with her and 

Glyn when this was done.

A week vanished, with a few minor dents in Bellox & Hauk's thick wall of code. You had to 

take this kind of work a piece at a time, layer after layer, or else you'd screw it up and get dragged 

away. There was a sense of creation in this work, like taking apart a mountainous puzzle and 

recycling the parts for a new project.

Plus, no danger of being shot at. You couldn't get that deal just anywhere.

R'ala cracked away at the slice deep into every evening. Days, she and Lizpai would peruse 

the market, where R'ala would finger-pick the Skald while the vendor impatiently waited for her 

to hand it back. Lizpai laughed at his grunts, knowing what every exasperated string of language 

meant. She collected traveling gear, carefully absorbing the cultural significance of each 

homemade item. At night, while R'ala sliced, Lizpai and Var'desh pored over the schematics of the 

complex, working out how to infiltrate it once the doors would open. Antim visited once a week 

for in-person updates, spending the rest of her time profiling those who came in and out of the 
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market, digging for any intel on how Mark Four received his meals and supplies.

Twice a week, she saw Ari and her father, who introduced himself as Paalo, buying a few 

days' worth of food. Once, when R'ala was trying out the Skald again, Paalo offered to help her 

learn.

“Guess they're tired of hearing that racket,” Brold said over the comm. 

“And I guess Father of the Year doesn't care what kind of vagabonding miscreant influences

his child,” Rost added.

They were bored and miserable out there. She'd let them have this one.

Paalo showed her the basics of the Skald. Even Ari had apparently been learning, and was 

determined to join her dad and aunt on the Crul touring circuit someday. 

A family of musicians. If you'd told me this would happen when I was back on the death-

world, I'd have said you'd been working in the spice mines for too long.

Paalo offered her lessons in her room, but tipping off anyone non-mission-related to where

she was staying was off limits, even someone harmless, since the room was full of slice-tech 

(apart from one corner, which stored her N-101 and Czerka Arms slugthrower). 

While picking up vegetables one day, R'ala felt a tiny slap on the small of her back. “Catch 

me!” Ari screamed, bolting into the distance. R'ala left her items on the stall counter and chased 

after the kid, letting her get a head start into the nearby trees. Eventually, they came to a small 

house, one of dozens of Rural Development homes on the province. Containers of halved orange 

gourds the size of UNC-6667's boulders sat outside. Insects buzzed over a compost pile. 

“I would have sent a formal invitation if I'd known you wanted to come over,” Paalo said, 

poking at the compost with a pike tool. 

“Sorry. I didn't mean to intrude. We just got carried away with a game.”
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Paal stopped what he was doing and set the pike's tip in the soil, leaning forward to rest 

his weight on it. “It's no problem, Miri. You're welcome here.”

R'ala took in the whole scene, breathed in the fresh air, let it spread through her lungs. It 

had been a long time since she'd visited a stable community on a big, diverse world, let alone 

interacted with anyone who had their life together. 

Antim entered the room one night, standing against the far wall, while R'ala sat cross-

legged on the floor, deep into the slice, decrypting chains of code and trying not to blink. 

“No threats detected,” Antim said.

“If you wanna toss the jargon book aside and talk,” R'ala said, “I won't say no.”

“That won't distract you?”

“Hardly.”

Antim shifted her weight, set her rifle next to the room's only window. The place was 

simple, trimmed with locally harvested wood, and filled with nothing but a cot and R'ala's things.

“The others are fitting into their roles well,” Antim said. 

 “As glorified guards? It's too late in the night for me to care about that. Tell me something I

don't know about you.” She kept plugging away at the code, running sequences in her mind, eyes 

burning, hoping Antim's voice would serve as a grounding agent. If she looked away now, she'd 

have to spend another eight hours getting back to this layer of the complex's defenses.

“I'm allergic to bacta,” Antim said. “My parents tried to dunk me in the stuff to regrow skin 

from a third-degree burn, and I ended up with hives for a month and a scar that looked like a 

mountain range on a relief map.”

R'ala grinned. This was good material. She kept her eyes on the code, getting closer, closer.
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“What burned you?”

“Some chemical I couldn't even pronounce the name of if you asked me to. In trying to 

protect me from their dangerous lab work, they left me to play in an alcove where someone left a 

cart of outgoing hazardous wastes.” 

Here it is. I'm there.

“So it's an intention-versus-impact thing.”

“It's just good irony. I don't hate them for it or anything. I've been military for two decades.

A scar is a scar at this point.”

The stacks of code began to make sense with their protections stripped away. Almost all 

the passkeys that would create a physically accessible space in the complex were now in R'ala's 

hands.

“We're in.”

Antim snapped back to gunnery-chief-mode at this, but R'ala was glad she'd seen the mask 

come off, even for a moment. Antim wouldn't have exposed the vulnerable parts of herself to just 

anyone.

“Excellent work. We'll regroup with Lizpai in the morning and see what she's got.”

“Why not now?”

Antim gathered her gear and headed to the door. “The snoring.”

Lizpai had created a full map of the Bellox & Hauk complex, while Var'desh had stealthily 

scouted the area and measured the weakest points in the soil, where charges might be planted. 

He swore that no security scans had picked him up.

Antim asked how long it would be until someone noticed that their security had been 
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breached.

R'ala smirked. “You think I'd leave a trail? My slices leave no garbage behind. I even perma-

froze their security footage to replay the past twenty hours of absolute-nothing-going-on. 

Without armed guards, we're free to roam through that place as long as we like. We could 

probably squat there if we wanted to.”

“That won't be necessary,” Antim said. 

The plan was straightforward: everyone but Rost and Var'desh goes in; muscle stays at the 

door; R'ala, Antim, and Lizpai head to Mark Four's room to complete the objective, and nothing 

gets touched. The point wasn't to up-heave the province's financial situation; it was to take out 

the mark and pretend the visit to Crul had never happened.

R'ala armored up and snuck out the door of her building, where Ari was waiting for her.

“Got ya!”

Damn. The kid followed me.

“Hi, Ari.” 

“You don't have to be afraid,” Ari said. “I was bad at the Skald when I started too.”

So it was Paalo's idea, sending the cute kid to convince R'ala to pursue her dream of being 

better. In her mind, R'ala flashed back to an era that may or may not have been real, when she had

time to visit a friend and get a music lesson, when she could actually relax during the visit. That 

wasn't the world she inhabited now. 

“I'll think about it,” she said, “but right now I have to get going. Where's your dad?”

A shrug. “Home.”

R'ala crouched so that their heights were even again. “You should go home and spend some
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time with him. I'll catch up with you tomorrow, okay?”

Tomorrow, she'd have already jumped a shuttle, and would be waking up on Orbital 

Station. No more time to revisit childhood games.

The child tottered off and ran for the treeline, waving over her shoulder until she was out 

of sight.

Goodbye, Ari.

 

Lizpai educated the team on the building's layout. The entry point was a maintenance 

hatch in the rear, large enough for humans of average size to crawl through. From there, it was 

near-endless server rooms and a repurposed office in the northwest corner of the second floor: 

the room that had been converted to Mark Four's hiding place.

R'ala secretly hoped there would be no talking this time, no waiting for the mark to make 

his case. Every time she tried to fall asleep, she still saw Mark Three pathetically accepting her 

fate, the last vestiges of hope being sucked out of her eyes, the color draining from her face, that 

last attempt to be brave before Brold's blaster bolt cut her off and stole what little dignity that 

might have spared.

Not this time. R'ala was the master slicer. Overseeing executions wasn't her job. Let Antim 

handle it. She was precise; she could do it painlessly. Guys like Brold sought out death, spent their 

time imagining new ways to destroy people. He was already thinking about who he'd kill next 

when this work was finished. The bounty postings lit him up like a giddy child.

The team entered the maintenance shaft one at a time, Brold staying behind to guard the 

narrow walkway that led to the exit. “They might have a squad just waiting to shoot us in the 

back,” he said. Technically it was true, but R'ala could smell bravado from a solar system away. 
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R'ala, Antim, and Lizpai passed the stacks of humming servers, stepping as lightly as 

possible. These were the types of facilities where she'd always expect to see holoscreens and 

energetic workers, feel the buzz she felt when she was watching the act of creation. This place 

was lifeless, little more than storage. Anyone who confined himself to living here was getting 

worse than a bolt to the head, but that was just R'ala's opinion.

When they reached the room, Antim ordered everyone to position, then checked her 

scanner. One life form inside.

She bashed the door controls with the butt of her rifle. The door groaned open, but in 

place of the human they were expecting, a fat red nudj soared from the corner and clamped its 

teeth into Antim's shoulder. She cried out and dropped the rifle, which popped a single bolt into 

the back wall of the room, sizzling a tiny crater into the steel. Lizpai was instantly on the nudj, 

wrenching it from its grip on Antim and wrestling it to the floor, its weight almost equal to hers. 

“Stun it!” she screamed.

R'ala was too taken aback to move. Antim recovered her blaster, flipped it to stun, and 

squeezed the trigger. The bright blue ring struck the nudj in the snout. The beast slumped under 

Lizpai, who got up and frantically wiped its grime from her clothes.

R'ala asked if Antim was alright.

“We knew they were expecting us,” Antim said, checking the shoulder wound, “but what 

happened to a straight fight?”

Brold chimed in over the comm. “That's your military training talking, not your common 

sense.”

Lizpai got her bearings then commed the Locksmith. “The chief needs patching up. Meet us

at the LZ.”
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The group met up with Brold, who prepared to leave to meet the medic.

R'ala asked, “Orders?”

Antim still clutched her shoulder. “Regroup with Var'desh. Make sure Rost hasn't been 

seen. Mark Four will have more traps sprung for us now. Lizpai, go with her.”

“Aye.”

Rost would usually have chimed in by now. Where was she? Falling asleep on the job 

wasn't her style.

“Come in, Rost. You're leaving me to wither out here.”

No response. 

“Or get shot in the head,” Lizpai said. They were retracing their steps, trying to keep their 

wits about them, about to traverse the now-empty market back toward R'ala's room. Enemies 

could be hiding anywhere.

The empty stalls made the entire spread feel like a ghost town (and R'ala should know; 

she'd once hidden in an old ship graveyard for a week with Bosch's group while they waited for a 

threat to blow over). The only person there was Ari, spinning in circles like some kind of colorful 

bird.

R'ala tried to hide the urgency she felt. They were right out in the open now.

Come on, Rost. Tell me what's going on.

“The trees eat your brain, but you feel no pain! If you don't get an implant, you'll walk with 

a cane! Cyborgs and droids are not the same!”

Ari continued her rhyming challenge until she spotted R'ala, who'd found her breath again.

“I've heard you rhyme better than that,” R'ala said.
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Ari stopped and looked up at her. “Tomorrow's a new day for rhyming, like my dad says.”

Lizpai shrugged. “Either you're paraphrasing, or your dad has weird priorities.” 

I guess I'm the only one on this team who knows how to talk to a kid.

“Ari,” R'ala said, “where's your dad?”

“Home.”

“You should head back there. It's late.”

Lizpai surveyed the area, biting an anxious frown. “No time for this, Miri.”

R'ala couldn't leave Ari alone out here. Still no response from Rost. She offered to walk Ari 

home, which the child accepted.

Paalo was outdoors, working on another garden project. His daughter ran to him, grabbed 

him around the middle. 

“You lost something,” R'ala said.

Paalo smiled. He wasn't worried. The two were more like friends than parent and child.

“Well, thank you for returning it,” he said.

“I'm not an it!” Ari punched him in the butt. He tousled her hair and announced that it was 

time to cook dinner. Ari darted through the front door, leaving the adults in the cool haze of the 

evening.

“Old Republic design,” Paalo said.

R'ala almost asked what he was talking about, then remembered the armor she was 

wearing.

“Oh,” she said. “Yeah. I'm a bit of a collector. My compulsions have been getting the better 

of me for years.”
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Paalo walked to the edge of the yard, yanking a few spiny purple weeds from the dirt. 

“Before Ari showed up, I had compulsions too. Spice, mostly, but when I was low on credits, I 

settled for drinking. I opened a tab with a Rodian bartender in a filthy shack with the phrase Dead

Weight painted on a sheet of rusted metal outside. The place was filled with the most hopeless 

losers I'd ever seen, and back then, you wouldn't have been able to tell me apart from a single one 

of 'em. Seeing as you're here, I take it your other compulsion is traveling.”

She nodded. A ping rang out on her comm.

“I never got enough time for that,” he went on. “My vices wouldn't allow it. After a few 

months, the other dead weight knew my name, expected me every night, knew exactly what I'd 

order. I was sloshed out of my mind and still couldn't pay the tab. My debt grew, I got beaten up, 

still kept coming back. Nothing pulling me away, you know? Ari's mom found me face-down in a 

ditch after I'd picked a fight with the wrong goons. She was part of some anti-littering initiative 

on Crul, and had connections to a rehab center off-world.” He paused, focused on the weeds, tore 

the roots off and set them on a rock to dry out. 

The ping again. R'ala's anti-hack tech had caught something. But she couldn't check it in 

front of Paalo.

“We celebrated my recovery with a night of our own shared compulsion,” he said, “but she 

didn't want the responsibility a child brought. I came home and made all of this for Ari. For the 

sake of a new start.”

She waited. The quiver of his lip said he wasn't finished.

But then his expression changed back to its usual warmth. Mirth flooded back into his 

eyes. “Sorry,” he said. “Old men ramble on and on. I can tell that you're leaving soon. If I don't see 

you...”
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“Yeah.” 

They shared a look, then Paalo nodded and headed into the house after Ari. R'ala 

immediately checked her anti-hack and saw the problem: someone had jammed the team's 

transmissions.

 When she'd repaired the issue, Rost's voice burst through the comm. “Miri! What the hell? 

You don't answer me now?”

“We were jammed.”

Var'desh wandered out from the house's rear, clasping a charge trigger in each hand. Time 

seemed to slow, everyone's movements sludgy and pulsing.

“I've been watching everyone in this rat-hole through my scope since we got here,” Rost 

said, her voice snappy and borderline panicked. “And I need to tell you something.”

R'ala kept watching Var'desh, who was pacing away from the area toward the far treeline, 

not seeming to even see her.

“Spit it out.”

“Your friend Paalo is Mark Four.”

The scenery wheeled around her, treetops quietly jostling, the smell of dinner wafting from

the house windows. Var'desh was all the way at the treeline now, still gripping the triggers.

“Miri,” Rost said. “Don't tell me you're near the – ”

One at a time, orbs of flame cracked to life around the house, erupting in a fiery rage that 

shattered the walls and blew R'ala onto her back. A hunk of timber whizzed past her face. The air 

heated up, and where the house once stood, flames swayed and sparked, the foundation a fire pit.

R'ala's heart wriggled in her chest like a fish. 

“What...what did you do...I could have...”
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Var'desh sidled up alongside her, watching the building burn. Through the open comm 

channel, Rost asked them to confirm the kill. When Var'desh was satisfied with what he saw, he 

nodded and burbled something back to Rost. 

“Confirmed,” Rost said. “Awaiting orders from Chief.”

Seconds later, Antim gave the order to meet at the LZ, and Var'desh extended his hand to 

R'ala. She curled her nose, felt her brow crease. That hand had just squeezed the trigger that 

leveled the house; it was the last thing she wanted touching her now. But she took it, and he 

pulled her to her feet. She knew what her face must've looked like, the fury inherent there. Too 

bad Ithorians had no facial expressions. How did he feel about what he'd done here?

“I'll catch up,” she said. Var'desh shrugged, and stalked off toward the LZ.

When he was gone, she found her breath, then slowly made her way around the perimeter 

of the destruction. Barely anything was distinguishable. A tiny hand poked out from beneath a 

beam.

She crouched, heaved the beam over head, and there was Ari, covered in ash but intact. She

set the beam aside and lifted the girl into her arms, set a finger under her nose. She was 

breathing.

R'ala had barely reached the market when she heard Antim's voice over the comm.

“Miri, we're out of here in three minutes. Don't tell me you got killed.”

Ari wasn't stirring, but she hadn't been damaged by the flames or debris. There was only 

one choice if R'ala didn't want to be a permanent resident and be implicated in blowing up Paalo's

home: leave Ari here, and hope somebody would come for her. Everyone running a market stall 

knew her. Someone could help. Good people on decent worlds were always there to help, right? 
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Someone else could love her like their own, couldn't they?

R'ala repeated these platitudes to herself even after she'd left the child lying on her back 

on the market sand, after she'd snatched the Skald from behind the Trandoshan music teacher's 

stall and left a handful of credit chips on the counter, after she'd allowed Brold, Rost, and Var'desh

to pat her on the back for a job well done, after she'd strapped into the shuttle and vowed never 

to land on Crul again. Maybe others could do better here than she could.

V.

R'ala submitted her own report to Kax after Antim had submitted the official one, if only to 

mention Ari and to see if anything could be done. Kax promised to look into it when the project 

was finished. Before that, Mark Five had to be taken down.

Glyn spent the following day trying to navigate R'ala's shaky emotions. She ached to 

continue where they'd left off before Crul, but R'ala was uneasy, irritable, jumpy when touched. At

dinner – which Glyn had personally prepared after siphoning off some funds to requisition top-

shelf ingredients – she moved pieces of food around the plate, picked at the vegetables, and 

sighed.

“Tell me what I can do,” Glyn said. “Please.”

R'ala kept her eyes on her plate. “About what?”

“Before you left, we were laughing. You've barely looked at me since you got back.” Glyn 

licked a finger and rubbed a smudge of ash from R'ala's brow. Even after decontamination and 

two showers, evidence of the blast was still on her.

She watched R'ala squint, suppressing a dozen sarcastic rebukes. Instead, she said, “I'm 

sorry,” then stood and began to pace.
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“R'ala, you didn't lose the girl. You completed the mission.”

R'ala's hand was on her chest; her breath was speeding up. “I know. I want that to be 

enough. It's just not. We need backup protocols when the mark turns out to be a harmless dad 

who made a mistake a long time ago.”

“I can talk to Kax.”

“It's bigger than that,” R'ala said. “We're a secret team sponsored by a single person who 

has ties to the Senate. The Senate only exists because of the Alliance to Restore the Republic. I just

– do you know what I mean? If this weren't secret, would Alliance supporters want it?”

An image appeared in Glyn's mind: R'ala sitting on that crate again, her face in her hands, 

saying she couldn't do it anymore. Glyn had thought she'd never see R'ala again. She felt a floating 

sensation, like being dragged away by anti-gravity. She could parse out the philosophical stuff 

later; now, she just needed to keep R'ala.

Glyn went to her, touched her shoulders, stopped her from pacing.

“Hey,” she said. “It's me. I'm here. And I'm not leaving.”

R'ala swallowed hard. She sealed her eyes tightly, maybe damming back tears. “It's just too 

much,” she said. “I'm not me right now. Part of me is like, choking.” Glyn didn't interrupt. She ran a

long finger over R'ala's ear. “I just need to get through one more. I need to know I'm never coming 

back to this station. Then we'll be free.”

They'd juggled a few ideas already: get their own place on H-Prime, travel when they felt 

like it, find a new groove that wouldn't lead them to splitting again. Get grounded somewhere. 

Maybe even the Outer Rim.

There was more Glyn could say, more she'd been waiting years to spit out, but she needed 

to respect R'ala now, let her do things her own way.
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She nodded, then kissed R'ala's forehead. “Okay.”

~

R'ala stood alongside Briy Rost, who unloaded blank sniper rounds into tiny holo-targets 

on the wall of the team's quarters on Orbital Station. Warble stood near the room's small console, 

controlling the target patterns, bleeping his approval when his friends' aims were true.

Rost handed the practice rifle to R'ala. “Do it,” she said.

They'd just exited the Mark Five briefing, and had some time to sharpen their edges before

they left. Rost was to administer the killing blow this time, so she wasn't going to let her 

adrenaline dry up.

R'ala aimed the rifle and gave Warble a nod. They'd be traveling to an Outer Rim world 

called Acktundo, which R'ala had meant to visit at some point. It was world with no native 

species, that had been colonized mainly by the Mugaari, none of whom R'ala had ever met. She 

could get comfortable in most environments, but she welcomed the grasslands and temperate 

conditions Acktundo would offer, plus she'd be able to check another species off the list of ones 

she'd befriended.

No attachments this time, though. Get in, keep blasters operational, take down the mark, 

get out. She and Glyn could make real friends there in the future.

“I've never had a caddy before,” Rost said. “I take it you're going to make my weapons sing 

as pretty as you do.”

Kax had assigned R'ala entirely to blaster duty on this mission, as the mark was a popular 

local magnate who would make himself seen without any slicing required. She'd be bringing her 

precision tools – grafting blade, mini-welder, all of it. Still, like the rest of the Coalition, he knew 
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the team was coming, so they'd probably have a straight fight on their hands. R'ala had built 

thousand year-old blasters from scrap, and knew how to use them all. She'd make sure they got 

the job done.

I've been hated by people who were much better shots than you, Rost.

Three targets appeared. R'ala snapped off exactly three bolts and obliterated them all. 

Warble chirped with glee.

“Not bad, human.” 

R'ala knew how Rost looked at her: like a poor girl from a backwater world. She probably 

thought Kax had given her a handout because of her connection to Glyn, and after R'ala had 

spoiled the team's fun on UNC-6667, having R'ala as a sidekick must have given Rost a smug 

satisfaction. A thin film of venom coated her tone as they shot targets together. During R'ala's 

turns, Rost looked down at her datapad to check the bounty postings.

“I'll take that as 'How shocking that a puny human can shoot as well as I can,' thanks.” 

Given the places R'ala often found herself, she couldn't afford to rely on others to fight for her. 

Gears, wires, and technology had interested her since she'd been able to fit two blocks together. 

She probably knew more about Rost's weapons than the sharpshooter herself did.

Rost didn't answer. She usually didn't.

R'ala stood beside Lizpai in an Acktundo bar called the Red Hexagon. According to Kax, if 

they hung out here long enough, a contact would meet them with intel on Mark Five, and how to 

draw him out of his hiding place – a palatial office building from which he ran his investment 

enterprise. 

“Can humans drink this stuff?” R'ala was looking at the bottom of her glass through a few 
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inches of cloudy blue liquid.

“Yeah,” Lizpai said. “We're the second majority species here. Gotta cater to us apes if they 

want to make creds.”

The Mugaari, with their slate skin and elongated faces, had been nothing but 

accommodating to the team, whom they must have assumed were travelers looking to hit it big at 

the casinos. 

On the far side of the room, Antim stood near the jukebox in a plain tunic, looking out of 

place without armor and a target. Whenever the current song ended, she dropped a credit chip 

into the machine and chose another (they were all screechy songs with random-sounding tempos 

that R'ala couldn't make sense of).

“Should've had someone who can actually read Mugaari handle the music catalog,” Lizpai 

muttered after downing her drink. She slammed the glass on the bar and called for another. The 

idea was to maintain the illusion that Antim and the other two didn't know each other, which 

meant Lizpai's desired role switch wasn't going to happen.

When R'ala and Lizpai had been at the bar for two hours and had gotten loud enough, a 

black-haired human entered from the kitchen. “Interested in one of our specials?” he asked.

During the briefing, they'd been told to expect this question from the contact.

“As if I would trust this place to cook food that wouldn't kill me,” Lizpai replied, as per 

protocol. 

Satisfied, the man tilted his head and led them outside. R'ala opened her comm so that 

Antim could listen in.

“I'm not going to ask who you are,” the man said. “Your boss was clear about keeping my 

nose out of it. You can call me Red. What do I call you?”
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“Miri.”

“Pai.”

“Fine.” He looked to R'ala. “Miri, do you trust me?”

“No.”

He chuckled. “My kind of lady.”

“Not exactly.”

Red lit a deathstick and took a drag. No one said anything for a moment, as dawn was 

arriving, setting a purple shimmer on the hills.

“My bar,” he finally said, “is the only place in the region not owned by Chussid Investments.

I'd like to keep it that way. My grandpa opened this place sixty years ago, and we ain't done 

nothing to offend anyone since.”

“Why does Chussid want to own the whole region?” R'ala said.

“We're big on gambling and drink-flow here. If everything's branded with his name, every 

single tourism credit goes into his coffers. I hate this kind of power abuse in the first place, but 

he's not exactly a legitimate businessman. Half my customers have been bloodied by his lackeys 

just for winning at his places.”

Lizpai nodded. “You guys got any kind of resistance movement going?”

“Nah, nobody's organized enough for that. Most are content with a measly sack of creds to 

hand over their property, and no one with the fire in their gut to stand up to him has enough 

power to do anything. The head needs to be chopped off this beast. If it turns out he has ties to 

the Hutts, we'll have to deal with the fallout. But heck if I'm not gonna be allowed to make a 

decision on my own world.”

Over the comm, Antim said, “Ask what he knows about Mark Five as a person. We need to 
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know what's going to get him out in the open.”

R'ala did as ordered.

Red's cheeks became fuller. His eyes smiled a little. “So you're going to do it?”

“Maybe. What's this guy like?”

“He's just a greedy shab-head. A Mugaari. Not sure where he came from, but he had enough

creds to level a thousand year-old hill and drop a pre-built skyscraper onto it. He's not the type to 

fall for a cheap ploy.”

Lizpai patted him on the shoulder. “Expensive ploys only, then. Got it.”

Antim, via the comm: “That's enough. Pull out.”

It had been “slicing” from a certain perspective, hadn't it? R'ala told herself she wasn't 

wasting her skills on Acktundo as she quietly climbed to Briy Rost's sniper nest.

“The small one's overheating,” Rost said, pointing to a small pile of blaster rifles and taking 

a swig from a hydration pouch without even looking at R'ala. “See what you can do with it.”

There was no point in a snarky comeback. Rost had been hand-picked by Kax to make this 

kill, and R'ala would make sure her weapons were working as smoothly as the day they were 

dumped off the assembly line. In the meantime, there would be the simple matter of tolerating 

Rost's verbal prodding. Hopefully, for her sake, she didn't bring up Glyn (or at least not the same 

way Brold had before).

R'ala picked up the rifle Rost wanted fixed, popped off the heat sink, and got to work.

“What do you think of Kax, anyway?” Rost said, looking through the scope of another rifle, 

memorizing the layout of the purple hills.

“They're one of the smartest people I've ever met,” R'ala said, rubbing a bristled swab 
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through the heat sink and removing some black gunk. “And insightful. We had a really good talk 

before Pazmal City. I almost panicked and left.”

“Did they bluff you into staying? Tell you we have the Locksmith and don't need you?”

“Nope. They actually earned my trust without trying to sell me on some line of crap. Plus 

they saved Glyn's life. That counts for something.”

Rost shifted, set the other eye at the scope. Her horns were bone-white and looked like 

little moons in the center of her forehead. “What's with you and her?”

“I don't really know right now. Let's focus.”

Rost finally took her face out of the scope, but didn't say much as she watched R'ala clean 

the neglected heat sink. After R'ala had popped it back into place on the rifle and told the 

Devaronian to take better care of her equipment, Rost said, “At least tell me what got you 

interested in old junk weapons.”

Behind R'ala, her go-to set of gear lay unceremoniously bundled together: the slugthrower, 

the N-101, and the latest DL-44 blaster pistol, just in case. The “obsolete” gear wasn't as sleek as 

the streamlined modern stuff, and was borderline impossible to carry (especially while wearing 

self-constructed, equally obsolete armor), but for anyone skilled enough to build these items and 

patient enough to seek out authentic parts, the benefits were myriad. Her original interest had 

been in the challenge of building the pieces to the exact Old Republic specifications, but once she 

actually found herself testing them in real time, she never bought another gear set from a 

company again.

“The slugthrower fires solid projectiles,” R'ala said, “not lasers. So my shots can't be 

deflected. Modern armor is designed to be stylish, not functional, and even the best brands are 

made to absorb laser fire. Remember those laser-sabers we used to read about? How the Jedi 
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would deflect hundreds of blaster bolts with them? Try deflecting my slugs with one of those. It'll 

keep coming right at you, but now it'll be superheated.”

Rost snorted. “Those swords didn't exist. And even if they had, there's no equivalent now. If

you're fighting any given group of enemies, odds are they're working with the standard-issue 

equipment or some salvaged version of it. You might as well be a walking museum, Miri.”

R'ala handed the fixed sniper rifle back to Rost, who simply shook her head. 

“No,” she said. “Keep that. You need all the new gear you can get.”

The rifle wasn't what R'ala would normally go for, but with her touch, it was now in better 

working order than anything in Rost's loadout. R'ala set it beside the slugthrower.

~

Antim wasn't about to enter a building she may never leave, so the plan needed to involve 

drawing Mark Five out. Using Red's intel, Kax, Glyn, and Olan had devised a phony deal – 

complete with documentation on datapads – that soon had the lantern-jawed Mugaari magnate 

and a cluster of goons filing out the bottom floor of the skyscraper to meet on neutral ground.

“Lord Chussid,” Antim said in greeting. Lizpai stood alongside her, posing as her business 

associate, while Brold, still armed and armored, took the role of bodyguard. “We know that your 

time is valuable and that you have your reasons for wanting this place to yourself. May we present

to you –”

But Chussid cut her off. “Do not presume to come to my world and tell me the rules,” he 

said. “What you have there is the deed to the Red Hexagon, and you imagine I'll pay top credit to 

join this last piece to an already extensive puzzle. You imagine you'll retire on my credits, do you? 

Young humans who've never been acquainted with labor or creativity.”
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Antim had met a million wealthy slugs like this guy. She wouldn't lose her patience now. 

She dug her nails into her palm and let the mild pain soak up her anger.

Chussid went on, “Your bodyguard is formidable, but he is only one. You see, I do not wish 

to throw my hard-earned credits to the wind, especially over a deal that offends me so thoroughly.

We outnumber you, which means the deed will be mine in a moment whether we talk or do 

battle.”

The guards, all in identical black armor – probably a cell of some local merc force that he'd 

exclusively hired – stepped forward, unholstering blasters.

Brold shot forward, tackling the guard in front, and whipping out his own blaster, from 

which a green bolt caught another in the chest.

Antim's pistol was soon in her hand. 

~

“I thought you were supposed to shoot Mark Five before the battle happened,” R'ala said, 

handing Rost a fresh power cell. 

Rost was picking her targets now, taking out guard after guard, waiting to get a bead on the

mark until the rest of the team was safe. With R'ala as support, she didn't need to pause as often. 

The enemy had no idea how polished their opposition was. They were a scattered mess.

“Two approaching Torfin,” Rost said.

R'ala looked at the field. Whichever guard Rost blasted, the other would be on Lizpai 

before the second shot.

Only one way to solve this.

R'ala picked up the rifle with the repaired heat sink, and rested it on the edge of the sniper 
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nest. In unison, they pulled the triggers, and both guards dropped.

“Not bad for a human, right?” R'ala said.

Rost nodded.

~

Antim wrestled Mark Five to the ground and bound his hands behind him. “We're going to 

sit and talk now,” she said. 

“Chief,” Brold said, “that isn't the protocol. Execute him.”

Lizpai looked at Brold. “Shut it.”

Antim ordered Lizpai back to the shuttle. No need to risk her life again. Brold could stay 

nearby in case more goons showed up, and Var'desh was skulking nearby as a backup if Chussid's 

building needed to go down.

Into her comlink, Antim said to Rost, “Do not fire until he stands up.”

She sat next to the kneeling dignitary, not reveling in this, exactly, but hungry for an 

answer.

He asked her, “Who are you psychopaths? Did the locals bang their six brain cells together 

and hire their own fighting force?”

“I represent the Galactic Senate,” she said. 

For a moment, Mark Five's face was blank, then his eyes widened as if recalling a memory 

from childhood. “This is about that? The committee?” He laughed, trying to find some kind of 

irony in it. “I expected you, but I thought the Senate would send a small army like they did before. 

Not a gaggle of dirt farmers.”

“With each of you I've destroyed,” Antim said, “I've told myself that I know everything 
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about your kind, the way killers think. But honestly, Lord Chussid, I'm a person who has always 

been afraid to ask a question. Please: why did you do it? You'd have lived the rest of your lives as 

decorated experts. You didn't even have to retire. They'd have found a place for you.”

The look in Mark Five's eyes said that he found Antim's faith in the New Republic amusing. 

But he wasn't laughing now. “I do admire your honesty,” he said. “But I do not have the answer 

you want.”

“So we're playing this game, then?”

“No games, ma'am. Do you remember the intricacies of every impulse you've ever had? Do 

you remember why you scratched your ear on any given day, or why you once chose a certain 

breakfast over another? It was not a thing we sat and discussed as intellectuals or philosophers. It

is a minor scene from a bygone drama.”

Antim pressed her nails into her hand again. She remembered every person she'd killed.

“I believe this concludes our discourse,” Mark Five said, as though ending a routine 

appointment. “I do hope you'll enjoy your retirement.”

He rose to his feet, and as soon as he was vertical, a blaster bolt flashed from the sniper 

nest and took him to the ground. His body sprawled out at a freakish angle, legs piled atop each 

other, jaw hanging wide.

She commed the team. Brold, Rost, and Var'desh were to cover Antim and Lizpai as they 

returned to the shuttle. R'ala would continue hauling the weapons until the two were aboard, and

then the rest would return one at a time.

It was done.

~
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R'ala fiddled with her loadout while she waited for the okay to evacuate. She fitted the new

sniper rifle onto her back, kept the slugthrower over her shoulder, and adorned her hips with the 

two blaster pistols. With her conditioning, she could pull it off. Not that she was planning on 

being in a warzone anytime soon.

“You look like an insect trying to carry twice its own weight,” Brold said. 

The barbs weren't bothering her as much now. “Jealous that you're not the only walking 

tank in the galaxy anymore, Brold?”

It felt good to let loose. When that comm came in, she'd be on a shuttle, joking around with

Lizpai, thanking Proot for getting them in and out of so many messes, then back on Orbital Station

for a night's rest and out-processing protocols. After that, she and Glyn could get back on the First

Day and go where they pleased. They'd have time to talk, to really talk. She could sing again.

“Where's Rost?” Brold asked.

“She's last on the shuttle, so she stayed behind to pack up her own weapons. She figured 

I'd done enough heavy lifting for her.” 

Var'desh wandered out of thin air, like he always did, grunting something to Brold, who 

responded by speaking in long, drawn-out syllables. R'ala hated to even look at the Ithorian these 

days. All she could see in Var'desh's stoic face was fire and death. She had no problem following 

orders, and she understood that war destroyed families, but the purpose of this mission was to 

prevent war. This was what had gotten R'ala onboard to begin with. Kax hadn't told them to blow 

up a home, endanger a child. Paalo probably could have been spared, even. If the threat of the 

Coalition was going to rise again, he would've been the last one to participate in it. He'd changed.

“What's next for you, Miri?” Brold was asking a lot of questions today.

She explained her plans with Glyn, feeling her own cheeks flush a little. Brold answered 
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with his own plans: partnering up with Rost to hunt bounties in the Mid Rim. People like them 

didn't rest for long between jobs. 

The comm chimed. “We're aboard,” Antim said. “Be at the LZ in five minutes. Over and out.”

Neither Brold nor Var'desh moved. The air quieted.

“Are we not in a hurry to get out of here, guys?” R'ala said. Still, the duo gazed at her, not 

moving to leave. 

Brold's heavy pack lay on the ground near her, an active datapad jutting from the outside 

pocket. Did he want her to carry it?

She crouched, pulled the pack by the strap, and the datapad clattered onto the dirt, face-

up, showing R'ala a holo-approximation of her own image.

Name: “Miri”

Race: Human

Age: 32-35 Standard Years

Wanted for: [Redacted]

Wanted Dead

Reward: 10,000 credits

Footfalls rushed from behind, and R'ala reached for the barrel-grafting blade on her belt. 

When she turned, Var'desh was upon her, thrusting his trunk-like foot into her midsection. Her 

back hit the dirt, and the wind streaked out of her. Behind Var'desh, Brold reached for his 

blasters.

Var'desh's skeletal fingers found their way to R'ala's neck, his expressionless eyes fixed on 
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hers, his massive hammerhead looming over her, teeth of both mouths clenched. R'ala's hand 

found the hilt of the grafting blade, wriggled it from its sheath, and activated the vibro-function. 

With one swipe, the blade sawed through the crook in the Ithorian's neck, and his head keeled 

into the dirt. Yellow fluid leaked from the neck, and his grip on R'ala loosened. She shoved a boot 

into his gut, knocking the rest of the body aside.

She sucked in deep, vocal breaths, struggling to drop her diaphragm, but a few of her ribs 

were broken. Brold advanced, both pistols drawn. The bolts flew just as R'ala clapped her gloves 

together, activating the concussion shield in the back of her armor. The blue orb bloomed around 

her, glowing in the purplish light just as a sniper bolt screamed from the distant nest and bashed 

against the shield, dissolving into sparks and nearly shorting it out.

Brold's shots hit the edge of the shield. R'ala returned fire with the N-101. The rampage of 

needles chipped into Brold's armor, spraying metal shavings until the whole suit was halfway 

eaten through. R'ala's shield finally shorted out; she rushed to her feet in time to receive the 

Mandalorian's fist to the side of the face, sending her back down. She felt one of her molars 

loosen.

Brold lifted her by the shoulders, with the weight of the slugthrower and all, and socked 

her again. She spat out her tooth, which clinked off of his helmet. Wordlessly, he aimed one of his 

pistols at the side of her head and squeezed the trigger.

But those tiny pistols had worked themselves to the limit wiping out R'ala's shield.

Too bad you don't have an expert handy to tell you when your blaster's overheated.

She swiveled her hips, aimed the slugthrower at Brold's midsection, and fired. Shrapnel 

blasted out, shredding the skin of her left cheek. Her body and Brold's flew apart like repelling 

magnets.
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Another sniper blast whizzed from the nest, striking the dirt a few inches from where 

she'd landed.

No time to breathe.

She snatched her new sniper rifle off her back, rested it on her knee, and hunched over to 

look through the scope. There was Rost, right where R'ala had left her. She aimed as best she 

could and took her shot just as Rost fired again. Rost's bolt obliterated R'ala's rifle, pitching her 

into the dirt, flat on her back, with an unbearable stinging in her hand. Without even looking, she 

knew two of her fingers were gone.

A haze overtook R'ala's eyes. She looked toward Brold where he lay motionless, his chest 

an empty cavern. 

She never saw her own shot take out Rost, but lying there, slowly losing consciousness, 

staring at the stars and imagining the trillions of lives that could be orbiting each one, she hoped 

that it had.

With a tune in her head, R'ala let go.
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Lodestar

The three of them stood in an arc, their eyes on the bacta tank: Kax, in a clean white tunic 

with their hands behind their back; Antim, arms at her sides, chin in the air, clad in her crisp blue 

uniform again, comforted by the familiarity of it; Glyn, tall and stoic, purple shimmersilk, purrgil 

bone bracelet. Their breathing was quiet. Behind the tank's glass, R'ala floated in viscous fluid, an 

oxygen mask in place, exposed skin bruised here, in tatters there. Orbital Station's steady hum set

the atmosphere, the cold blue light in the ceiling leaving R'ala's body lit, vulnerable, the center of 

attention.

The pride Kax felt came with another feeling – it wasn't regret, but there was a hollowness.

R'ala had done her part for the project's success, proved invaluable in both digging the marks out 

of their hiding places and tearing down obstacles with her skills, and what had she gotten for it? A

fight for her life against those sworn to have her back. Kax knew there was no way they could 

have predicted the turn of events regarding the Mandalorian, the Devaronian, and the Ithorian, 

but it felt like a  personal failure all the same.

No. Kax didn't do “failure.” They needed to think of this as a present struggle, another hill 

to climb and conquer. “Failure” would mean giving up on R'ala's recovery. The girl had known 

what she was getting into with this project, sure, but that didn't mean Kax didn't care for her.

Still, there was a lot to think about. The Benefactor wanted a meeting. Olan was waiting for

a script to feed to newsnet. The Senate would soon know that the Coalition had been eliminated. 
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Lizpai, the Locksmith, and Zoss Proot needed to be paid for their work and out-processed. Plans 

needed to be made for Orbital Station's repurposing or liquidation now that the project was 

completed. And once those items were crossed off, Kax needed to think about their future. 

R'ala's toes twitched. Kax hoped she was having good dreams in there. Anything to distract

from the indignity of being suspended in goop, wearing nothing but what Kax always thought of 

as a high-tech diaper.

No, the list wasn't finished. There was one more thing, something Glyn had asked about: 

that little girl, Ariva, from Crul. For now, Kax had the power to pull some strings, to access 

resources others couldn't. Maybe something could be done.

It was going to be a long workweek.

Antim watched the bacta bubble around R'ala's wounds. It made her cringe, thinking about

being in a vat of burning allergens, but she had to respect its power, even if she could neither use 

it herself nor understand how it worked. R'ala had proven herself not to be the low-class upstart 

she'd seemed to be at first, and Antim had learned to trust her over these months. And although 

Antim wasn't one to go around calling people “friends,” it wasn't a word that felt out of the 

question when she thought of R'ala, and the possibilities of life after the mission.

Come to think of it, no one still on Orbital Station was half bad.

She wondered what R'ala would want if she ever emerged from that tank. She'd read 

reports of soldiers revived by bacta, most of them describing a euphoria unlike any before. She'd 

seen muscle, bone, and nerves repaired, scarring reduced. But bacta didn't seep into your brain 

and make you forget your trauma. Even if her body healed, she'd come back changed.

There was no one to get revenge on now – Antim had returned to the scene herself when 
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R'ala and the others hadn't reported to the shuttle, confirming the deaths of Brold Crajus, 

Var'desh, and Briy Rost – except the one who put the bounty on her, maybe. Antim hoped R'ala 

would rather live a calm existence from now on, put the weapons down, and breathe. She'd seen 

every kind of soldier, trooper, and cutthroat there was; people who needed someone to kill always

needed someone else to kill when it was done. It never ended.

As for Antim, she'd be returning to command of her combat simulator when the final 

reports were filed. Although Mon Mothma had demilitarized the New Republic before her 

retirement from politics, there were still soldiers who wanted to be in top shape if another threat 

emerged from the ashes of the Empire, the blackness of Dark Space, or anywhere else.

Hopefully she wouldn't have to leave before R'ala woke up.

Pictures flooded Glyn's mind: the view of R'ala bellowing into a microphone from the back 

of a bustling cantina, the night spent on her cot before the hunt for Mark Four, ingredients piled 

together in the station's tiny kitchenette for their special dinner. And then there were pictures of 

things that hadn't happened yet, that might never happen now: worlds they'd never visited, 

dimly-lit nights full of laughter, dinners they could enjoy without worry.

It was hard to focus. Even after R'ala's limp body had been hauled aboard the station, 

bloody and broken, the staff hadn't stopped congratulating Glyn on an accomplished mission, 

promising her accolades for all she'd contributed. It was true: she'd found the Coalition, helped 

organize the team, done the impossible by getting them to the station under the allotted budget. 

But she'd also brought R'ala here, and felt saturated in the feeling that her being in that tank was 

Glyn's  fault. It had been exhilarating to see her again, to finally get to start over, but a couple of 

good days weren't worth this. We've come back from worse, R'ala had said before UNC-6667. 
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Not this time. Glyn would never let this happen again.

The only one who understood was Warble, who bleeped and howled in sorrow when he 

saw R'ala wheeled in and plunged into the tank. Everyone else wanted Glyn to see to her duties, to

wait things out. They didn't understand how Theelin minds worked. She remembered every word

anyone had ever said to her as though the conversations were still happening. She could 

compartmentalize these things, shove them into a mental corner, but a pain like this was always 

on the surface. Theelin didn't distract themselves from hurt like humans did; they didn't pretend 

everything was fine when a loved one was suffering in the next room. What would be the benefit 

of that?

Maybe I just don't understand humans, she thought. But then, how could she and R'ala be a 

good fit? Should she not have contacted her from the station that day, not plucked the stitches?

And now she was circling back to blaming herself.

She would move forward. She could wear her pain like a pendant and see to what needed 

to be done. If this Benefactor needed to meet her, fine. If they asked why she was flushed and 

shaking, she'd tell them, Because you asked something of us, and we did it. Don't waste this.

Nobody spoke. The room felt peaceful if you didn't think about the war going on in R'ala's 

body, the drops of bacta rushing to repair her. When they left this room, everything would be 

different than it was before Kax had found Glyn in that arcade, before Antim had signed on as 

talent scout for a classified mission just to add experience to her personal file.

If you looked at the room from a certain angle, their formation was like a crescent moon, 

the tank under the blue light like a nova birthing a new bright star, the rumbling of the station's 

innards like a mother's soothing hum. There was a beauty to it.
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The Fire Burns

When Tak Artur had heard that the Sickle was leaving Skako Minor and initiating a 

campaign in the Mid Rim, he'd dismissed it as underworld jaw-jacking. The Sickle had been 

around for decades, and they only did things one way: smoothly, and from a single inaccessible 

location. It was a flawless system, and if they were changing it, their leadership had been 

overhauled. So when he received an anonymous transmission with the phrase Special 

Demonstration! on repeat, and intel from multiple associates suggested that the Sickle was behind

it, he punched the coordinates into the Precision's console. If it ended up being a trap, he and his 

blasters would enjoy a good bit of sport, then get on with the day.

He found himself docking outside an enormous ark ship, cobbled together from the 

remnants of thousands of defunct craft. In the old days (before any of these ships were built), ark 

ships were formed when a respected pirate lord called for a moot. As cynical as he normally was, 

Tak couldn't suppress a sigh of awe when he looked upon this spectacle: the sheer mass of the 

ark, the hundreds of small fighters and freighters docked around it, the backdrop of deep space, 

the energy it inspired in him. This was no mockery of the old pirate lords; this was the real thing.

And it took a lot to impress Tak. He wasn't new to the galactic underbelly. He'd just passed 

his fifty-fourth birthday and his four-hundredth bounty. He had his own trading card. More than 

likely, half the miscreants on that ark ship would know his face when he stepped aboard.

Time to find out.

He passed through decontamination, which was a slog, thanks to the patched-together 
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nature of the place – they'd taken incompatible decontamination vents and installed them in the 

corners of the chamber, using a small power generator to keep it all running. This ark was 

probably meant to be here for a few days, maybe less.

The chamber door shiffed open, revealing a wide cavern of ship innards. Sheets of metal 

were set up as makeshift tables, and dozens of criminal crews (some he recognized, some of 

which he couldn't even place the species) kept to themselves in their own corners, waiting for 

something to happen. To his immediate left stood a group of four cybernetically enhanced 

soldiers in red coverings, decked out in black market tech. They jolted to attention when he 

looked their way. Their human negotiator gripped a Tostovin Munitions percussive cannon. 

“Guavian Death Gang,” Tak said, nodding. “They finally shoved you out of the Core, eh?”

“No one's operated in the Core in years,” the negotiator said, striking a self-important 

posture. “Well, 'cept you bounty killers. Easy when you're flyin' solo.”

The Sickle has, Tak thought, but the Guavians meant big-time criminal organizations with 

wide influence and a public presence. Tak wasn't looking to swear allegiance to anyone, but the 

underworld's upper crust would have better job leads than the regular bounty postings. Only 

small-fries looked at those things. Tak's work was an art form, and he wasn't going to waste his 

talents on a subpar canvas.

He left the Guavians behind and explored the rest of the ship. Freelancers he recognized 

chatted over a dice game; Rodians in yellow uniforms downed drinks from steel cups; a crowd 

gathered under an improvised stage that extended like a plank over the entire room. Outside, an 

old Black Sun ship was suspended in the ark's tractor beam.

“I hear some of the crew got away,” a woman's voice said beside him. She was shorter than 

Tak (though most everyone was), with a shaven head and her left eye scarred and closed. “Should 
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still be fun to see the demo, though.”

“Who's hosting this thing?” Tak said. He knew how gruff his voice was, but this one didn't 

look like it would bother her. “And what are they demonstrating? Seems like a lot of theatre.”

“I got the same message you did. Special demonstration. I just happened to be in the area.”

Tak surveyed the room, the hundreds of others. “They did too?”

The woman grinned. “I think we all know something big's happening. Everyone feels it.”

“So all these fools are gonna stop killing each other and hold hands now? I don't buy it, girl.

How many corpses got spaced before I showed up?”

“Believe it or not, Tak Artur,” the woman said, setting a hand on the grip of the bowcaster 

at her side, “some of these people don't even know you, despite having your face on a juice box, or

whatever it is. I wonder which you consider your greatest accomplishment: the respect of so 

many wide-eyed greenhorns, or the fact that you'll mostly be remembered by drooling children.”

Tak felt his teeth grinding. He squared up to the woman. “Listen, you little Ewok – ”

Her bowcaster was already drawn and aimed at his chest. “A what now?”

At his hip, he'd managed to unholster his blaster pistol and get a good aim at her torso. 

“Now that's more like it,” he said. “The atmosphere was getting a bit too peaceable for me.”

“Feel better?”

Some eyes were on them. The Rodians had looked up from their drinks, the freelancers 

from their dice game, ready to back him up.

“Loads.”

They lowered their weapons just as the door at the rear of the plank-stage opened, and 

two beings emerged. Everyone stood, eager to meet their host. Tak and the one-eyed woman 

nodded to each other, taking their places – she with a mixed-species group of pirates, and Tak by 
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himself in a dark corner with a blown-out bulb above him.

A Zabrak appeared on the stage, clad in black. Alongside her stood a massive Poletec 

warrior, maybe the only person in the room taller than Tak. The Zabrak walked to the very edge of

the plank, while the bodyguard stayed behind, stoic, long arms ready to fling vibro-axes at anyone

who insulted his boss.

“By a show of stupid muttering,” the Zabrak said, “how many of you have heard of Haidoral

Prime?”

The muttering commenced. Tak liked this Zabrak already: terse, to the point, no obligatory 

introduction that tries to force everyone to be friends. She carried herself like a leader.

It didn't happen often when he listened to people talk, but he was hinged on her next 

word. The entire gaggle of pirates, mercs, and miscreants listened as the Zabrak explained 

Haidoral Prime Administrative Center One, a rich mine waiting to be cracked open, one that was 

so sure an organized attack would never come that they had no protections in place, one that 

hadn't been on the radar of anyone in the room. It was a prize in plain sight. Tak had just been 

there. She was right about the security: nothing but a thinly manned space outpost and a 

volunteer B-wing corps that performed in more parades than battles.

“Observe,” the Zabrak said, turning to the bay windows. Everyone followed suit. The Black 

Sun ship listed in the abyss. The Poletec muttered into his wrist comm, and a rumble shook the 

roof of the arc. “Now,” she went on, “unfortunately, some of the jokers who were on this ship when

it first attacked me got away, including its obnoxious barker, but most of them are still inside, 

taking a load off. Not by choice, mind you.” 

So they were prisoners in there. Cruel, but effective.

From above the floating prison ship, a machine hovered into position. It wasn't a ship, 
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exactly – more like an enormous droid – and an aperture on its front yawed open with such a 

raucous creaking that they could hear it inside the ark.

“I know they're sorry,” the Zabrak said, addressing the crowd while the Poletec watched 

along with them, “but my mother always told me that if someone were really sorry, they wouldn't 

have done the thing in the first place. That, and the Sickle can't be going around giving people the 

chance to apologize, can we? It's not that we don't believe in second chances, third chances – 

heck, we've all gotten those ourselves – it's more that I can't stand the sound of whining.”

The machine released its own miniature tractor beam, drawing the Black Sun ship inside 

as though devouring a meal. When the aperture closed again, it was like jaws crunching together. 

The ship disappeared, converted to scrap. But the machine didn't spit it out. Behind those jaws, 

some kind of process was happening.

Tak imagined what the ship's crew was feeling. Well, they weren't feeling anything now, 

but what had it been like to wait so long out there, anticipating their deaths, just before being 

chomped to bits by a space-faring mini-factory? Tak had to admit, it was a funny picture.

“Another thing my mother taught me,” said the Zabrak, “was not to be wasteful. So what 

should I make with the garbage I just recycled? If you supply the guts, the Harvester can build you

anything. Starfighters, anyone?”

At least half the guys in the room were knee-deep in smuggling. With that machine's 

power, the Sickle's bottomless pit of funds, and the fighters already in possession, they could have

a fleet within a month.

Two humans stepped into the center of the crowd: one was pear-shaped, leather-armored, 

and kept a long, whitish beard. The other was nondescript. Could have been the older one's son.

“I'm used to doing things a certain way,” the older one said. “Alone. Now, as much as I 
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enjoyed this demo, I'm not fixing to partner up with the competition, nor do I believe you're here 

on the Sickle's authority. The Sickle are from Skako. The atmosphere there'd crush you like 

nothing.”

“Pipe down, Governor,” someone shouted to the old man.

Ah, the Governor. Tak had heard of this guy. Never worked with him, but he had a 

reputation. Even as an old man, he still tangled with any young upstarts who got in his way on the

regular smuggling routes.

“I'll pipe down when I damn well decide to,” the Governor barked. “Now,” he said to the 

Zabrak, “since I answered your invasive transmission, which could have given me away to the 

local authorities, and came all the way out to this nowhere nav-point to enjoy this little circus – ”

The one-eyed pirate woman from earlier interrupted him. “Just leave if you're not 

interested, you fossil. No one's putting on a circus but you.”

The Governor eyed the Zabrak, whose expression betrayed nothing.

“I remember when our great profession involved shows of good faith,” the Governor said. 

“If you wasted a man's time, you'd compensate him, then shake his hand as a peace gesture.”

Now the Zabrak smiled.

“For a second there,” she said, “I thought you were going to start a fight.” She turned to the 

Poletec. “Fiddach, compensate this hardworking vet. Two hundred credits sound alright?”

The Governor's eyes widened a little. Maybe he was expecting push-back. Tak felt himself 

frown.

The Poletec lifted a small footlocker beneath one arm, then descended the stage steps and 

plunked it alongside the Governor's boot. He gazed down at the old man, whose younger 

companion stood with hands folded in front of him, saying nothing.
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“Class act,” the Governor rasped, still looking at this situation with disdain. He turned to 

leave.

“You forgot your handshake,” the Zabrak said. She leaped from the stage, landing with 

knees bent. Rising to her full height, she was eye to eye with the old smuggler. She extended her 

hand, which he tentatively gripped. “You know the origin of the handshake, don't you?” she went 

on, not letting go. “In the galaxy's youth, when beings were just learning to stand on two legs, still 

figuring out what to do besides procreate, eat anything that moved, and kill each other, they 

needed some kind of – as you said, peace gesture – to promise another that they weren't going to 

draw a knife on him. The only thing that could overwrite this promise was a more important 

promise.”

The Governor was gritting his teeth now. From Tak's angle, he could see that the Zabrak 

wasn't just shaking the man's hand – her long nails were digging into his wrist. He fidgeted, 

struggling to escape her grip.

“I've got my own rules about a man wasting my time, Governor.” 

She slipped a vibroblade from her sleeve and drew it across the Governor's throat in one 

fluid motion. She released his hand, letting him clutch at the wound until his blood pooled 

beneath him. When he'd toppled over and stopped moving, her eyes met the crowd again.

“What was the more important promise?” Tak asked, alerting the Zabrak to his presence 

for the first time.

She turned her gaze toward the body. “Didn't I say I can't stand whining?”

They all got it. If Tak wasn't convinced before, he was now. Maybe there would be no harm 

in taking on a co-op job and grabbing some loot. Once they'd raided H-Prime and taken what they 

wanted, this whole party would break up, and people like Tak could retire before he became the 
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next Governor, stuck in a bygone era and picking fights with the wrong aliens.

The Zabrak looked to the Governor's younger companion, who wasn't actually much 

younger, at a second look. He was just missing the beard.

“What's your name?” she asked.

“Gad Tabor.”

“Any allegiance to that corpse, Gad?”

“No, ma'am. He was just my ride here.”

“Good. What you're going to do is head back to this comedian's ship, strip it of whatever he

was hauling, and transmit all of his special smuggling routes to me. If you're joining us, you can 

keep the ship.” She turned to the crowd again. “Anyone else for a leadership position?”

The one-eyed woman stepped forward, accompanied by a Quarren in red.

“Pirate Queen Davi of the Cadre,” she said.

So that's who Tak had squared off with. The Cadre were a slaving enterprise, last he'd 

heard, with a sturdy fleet of starfighters and a hefty frigate.

“Impressive title,” said the Zabrak. “I'll assume it was earned.” She nodded, and Davi joined 

her at the front of the room with Fiddach. “I need one more,” she went on. “Someone who's got a 

good ship. Someone who's not afraid to escort the Harvester to its next meal.”

A few raised their hands, shouted their own names, but the Zabrak's eyes were fixed on 

Tak now.

Recognized after all, eh? No surprise. All the big-timers knew him.

He kept his arms folded, made them all wait for his answer. Finally, he said, “I'll be there for

the meal, as long as I get a reserved table.”

She approached him, looked up into his face, then nodded again.
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Tevix was beaming inside. She'd done it. And to think she was hesitant about putting that 

bounty on Miri before. But the girl was too attached to H-Prime; she'd only get in the way.

She returned to her place on the stage, and told everyone they could leave if they didn't 

want to reap the spoils. No one moved.

She turned to Fiddach. “Let's begin,” she said. “I'm famished.”


